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OTHER BOOKS OF IDEAL SERIES

VOLUME I

DESIGNS OF IDEAL MOTOR BOATS

This volume describes in detail how to design a motor boat. It also

contains complete plans of 30 Cruisers, Runabouts and Auxiharies. The

plans include lines, table of offsets, interior plans, profiles, construction

details, etc. There is no book published at the present time which describes

in everyday language the details of designing a boat according to your own

tastes. The plans of Ideal Cruisers, Runabouts and Auxiliaries are com-

plete in every particular. They include the best of the plans published in

Motor Boating during the past several years. The plans include boats of

from 20 feet in length up to 40 feet. The drawings are all to scale and large

size.

VOLUME II

HOW TO BUILD SIXTEEN IDEAL MOTOR BOATS

This book gives complete information for building the following boats

:

1 0-foot mark boat, 12-foot outboard motor boat, 12-foot speed boat,

12-foot bangabout, 13-foot sea skiff, 16-foot sharpie, 18-foot runabout,

20-foot monoplane, 20-foot hydro-runabout, 20-foot knockabout, 20-foot

tunnel stern, 22-foot V-bottom runabout, 25-foot V-bottom cruiser, 25-foot

round-bottom cruiser, 28-foot cruiser (Consort II).

Every article is fully illustrated with working drawings and no infor-

mation or instructions are missing which would be of assistance to the

novice to build his own boat.

Both of the Ideal Books are printed in large type on extra fine paper.

They have been edited by Charles F. Chapman, editor of Motor Boating.



Edith, a Hand 15-Footer

Outboard profile of MoToR BoatinG's first Hand V-bottom runabout

WOULD you like to own a

little runabout? Here is

your opportunity. We
give this month a complete set

of plans and specifications for

a dandy little 15-foot Hand V-
bottom runabout. In presenting

the first of the complete sets of

Hand designs to be published

monthly in MoToR BoatinG,
we have selected a simple little

boat which any enterprising and
enthusiastic amateur builder can
undertake for himself. Natu-
rally we assume that anyone
who aspires to own a boat is

also a good mechanic. Further,

that he has plenty of time and
patience. Reading an article and
studying the drawings will not
suffice in themselves. The req-

uisite skill and knowledge must
be acquired by practical expe-
rience.

Whether this boat is built by.

the amateur or the professional builder its simplicity will

be a commendable feature. For the amateur it will facili-

tate the work and make the building less of a task. ' For the
professional builder it offers a chance to turn out a credita-

ble boat' with the minimum expenditure of labor and mate-
rial. Consequently one that can be put on the marUet at a
nominal price. In addition, the reputation of being one of
the famous Hand V-bottom designs will give the boat a
valuable heritage to begin its life with'.

,
The V-bottom type of boat is too well known to need

much comment, and its tremerjdous popularity is due to the
persistence of Mr. Hand in proclaiming its good points.

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF EDITH

Length overall ... 15 feet

Beam overall .... 4 feet 7 inches

Draft 1 foot 7 inches

Power 3 horsepower Gray
Keel iy2 inch white oak
Apron .1 inch Georgia pine

Stem iViinch hackmatack
Stern Vig inch cedar

Frames 1 inch oak
Stringers 1/2 inch spruce

Chines Georgia pine

Clamps 1/2 '"ch spruce

Deck beams .... % inch oak

Planking V16 inch white cedar

Decking Vie inch cedar or

white pine

Flooring % inch spruce

of this type and the models of
today are fast, able, and ideal

sea boats. They are well able
to leave behind them their

round-bottom mates of equal
size and power without undue
exertion.

The construction of this boat
follows accepted practice, the
planking is applied over frames
in a fore-and-aft direction and
is of the batten-seam type. The
experience gained with many
boats built in this way amply
demonstrates its reliability and
soundness. It is further so sim-
ple that any man of ordinary in-

telligence and with the slightest
knowledge of carpentry can
build himself a shipshape, tight
little runabout, one that he will
take pride in showing to his fel-

low club members. Further, if

work were started on one of
these with reasonable prompt-

ness it could be completed in plenty of time for use during
the coming summer.
The overall dimensions of this boat are: Length, 15

feet; beam, 4 feet 7 inches; draft, i foot 7 inches.
Frames are to be sided one inch of oak, hamatack or

other suitable hardwood and will be molded to suit the
sections. They are to be notched out for stringers and bat-
tens and carefully fitted and fastened. In starting it is

necessary to reproduce to full size on- heavy paper the
sections as given at the difTerent stations, using a pair of
right-angle intersecting lines to represent the centerlme and
waterline respectively. Work only on a half section as

Many years ago Mr. Hand began his experiments with boats those can be used for both sides, which must necessarily be

Profile of lines and sections for 15-foot Hand V-bottom runabout, scale H inches equal 1 foot
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Forward sections of IS-foot Hand V-bottom runabout, Sc&le 1 inch equals I foot. Sectivns are drawn to the outside of plank-

ing for lUhich allowance has been jnade

identical. Cut the frames to these lines and, using- rights

and lefts, fasten them to a substantial stay at about the

deck line to give the proper distance between the outsides,

as-T^fiuired by the drawings. Care must be used in making
the halved joint at the chine line in order to have

them all fit properly. A board should- be nailed to

the foot of the frames and cut off square to the

base line. All five frames must be prepared in the

same way. The transom is to be of 7/16-inch

white cedar and shaped as shown on sections.

The keel, stem, and stern are assembled next.

A I J^ -inch piece of white oak is used, molded to

suit and at the after end a filler piece swelled to

2 inches in the way of the propeller shaft is added.

Hackmatack is used for the stern and will be rab-

beted for the planking and shaped to the lines. A
iJ4"'rich hackmatack knee is also used at the stern

to support the transom. Full size drawings for

these should be made and applied to the lumber
before it is cut.

Stringers and clamps of white spruce' to proper
dimensions and full length of hull can next be
made ready.

After all the various pieces have been prepared
and assembled the frame of the boat can be set up.

A level plane is selected or prepared as necessary,

and a straight set on edge properly blocked is

most suitable.



After sections of \5-foot Hand V-bot-
tom runabout. Scale, 1 inch equals 1

foot. Sections are draii/n to the outside

of planking for which allowance has
been made

causing a swelling, or hollow in the line as the case may be.

The necessary corrections should be made at this time
so that the lines may be true in all directions. When this

has been completed the battens can be let into the frames
as shown on the plans. The batten lines should be fair

and true also so that the lines of planking will look well.

Fasten the whole frame together as instructed. The plank-
ing is put on in the next operation starting with the gar-
board strake nearest the keel and working out toward the
chine and continuing toward the top strake.

Such things as engine girders are next
installed where called for and bolted up
securely.

The deck beams are crowned and can
be sawn to the radii as shown on drawings

and securely fastened to clamps and heads of frames.

Bulkheads, seats, rudder, engine hatch, slide cover, coam-
ing around cockpit, and other details are all covered on
the drawings and the specifications which follow. The finish

is specified also, but a little leeway can be allowed here in

the nature of colors, and individual choice exercised.

Edith being only 15 feet long comes in Class i—Boats
under 26 feet, L. O. A., and it will be necessary to carry
all equipment required by law for boats of 'this class.

Lights—A combination red and green lantern and stern

light; a capable whistle; a life preserver or similar buoyant'
device for each person carried which can be in

the form of cushions, also a fire extinguisher

and two copies of the pilot rules.



Dimensions ; Length over all 15 feet,

beam, extreme, 4 feet 7 inches, draft 1

foot 7 inches.

Materials: To be strictly first class in

every respect, all fastenings to be secure

and complete.
Keel: To be of white oak, sided V/2

inches and molded as indicated. Start-

ing about half way between station No. 4

and station No. 5 there will be a filler

•piece of oak sided 1>4 inches and swelled

to 2 inches at shaft hole. Filler piece to

be securely fastened to apron.

Apron: Of clear tough Georgia pine in

single length 1x3 inches, bent to form
and securely fastened through cross ties

at heels of frames. To be fastened to

keel and filler with l?4-inch No. 10 brass

screws spaced about 12 inches on centers,

•p Stem : To be as indicated of oak or

hackmatack, sided V/2 inches and molded
as indicated. To be rabbeted for plank-

ing and bearded to carry out all lines of

same above L.W.L. To be fitted with a

brass stem head casting and a ^-inch

brass stem band extending to about 18

inches below and aft of L.VV.L. Same to

be neatly filed to show as narrow a face

as is practical at and near L.W.L.
Stern: To be of 7/16-inch cedar in two

or three strakes reinforced by center knee 1

as indicated with reinforcing oak cleats

for side and bottom stringers on inner

side with intermediate side cleats of oak
spaced in center of each half of stern.

Frames : On each station marked to be

frames formed of 1-inch oak, hackmatack,

apple tree, or elm, as indicated. To be

natural crook, or halved and riveted at

bilge as shown. To be notched for string-

ers and chines. Heels of frames to be

securely riveted to 1-inch oak floors or

tie blocks forward of engine beds and to

114-inch cross ties under engine beds as

indicated. Tie blocks to be bolted

through apron, keel, and filler with one

;4-inch galvanized bolt through center of

each. All parts of frames to be very

carefully fitted and securely fastened

Stringers: Bottom and side stringers

are to be of clear white spruce yi x V/2

inches, extending full length of hull in

single lengths, spaced as indicated with

ends fastened to stem and stern securely.

All stringers to be spaced exactly as

shown, dividing the space between keel'

and chines and sheer and chines into

equal parts in width, as they form rib-

band backing for planking seams.
_
To be

fastened to each frame crossed with two
15/2-inch No. 8 brass screws.

Chines : To be of 'clear Georgia pine as

shown in two members, inner member or

apron and filler securely fastened to

frames as specified for stringers. Apr'on

to be set to halve the angle on each web'

frame.
Clamps: Of selected spruce ^ x 2J4

inches, set as indicated to support deck-

ing alongside of cockpit and securely fas-

tened to heads of frames. To be rein-;

forced in way of cockpit by indicated

J4-inch spruce filler pieces to form back-

ing for cockpit curb fastenings. Clamp
to extend full length of hull

Deck Beams : To be of oak, sawn to

form on given crown radii, sided 5^-inch

and molded li/2-inch spaced as indicated

with ends halved into clamps and securely

fastened to same.

Motor Beds : The indicated beds fit a

3-h.p. Model U Gray motor and should

be adapted to fit any other motor in-

stalled. Bed pieces to be of l^^-inch oak

bolted through bearers indicated.- All

parts TO be securely fastened and carefully

fitted to bear evenly on cross ties.

Frame in General : All exposed edges
of clamps, stringers, frames, chines, deck
beams, etc., to be neatly finished with
chamfered edges.

Planking: Bottom and 'side
.
planking

to be of selected white cedar to finish

7/16-inch thick, with seams centered on
indicated stringers and all .planking

strakes running fore and aft in the usual

manner. To be three strakes 'on each

side above bilge line and four strakes' be-

low. Planking to be fastened to apron,

chines and stringers with J^-inch No. 6
brass screws spaced 3 inches on centers

and staggered to
.
prevent splitting of

parts. Planking also to be fastened to

frames between stringers with two 3/-

inch No. 6 brass screws into each frame.
Bilge edges to be neatly rounded, all

seams to be lightly caulked with cotton,

run with paint and payed with white
lead putty. Apron, chines, and stringers

are to be thickly coated with paint pre-

vious to setting planking in place, with
planking fastened down while paint is

soft. All scfe.w heads to be neatly

countersunk and covered with beeswax
applied as,putt\' when warm.
Decking: To be of 7/16 x 3-inch cedar

or white pine, no beading, layed fore and
aft in the usual manner and fastened into

deck beams, clamp and top strake with
lJ4-inch galvanized wire nails with heads
of nails covered with putty and entire

deck to be covered with a single piece

of 8-Ounce cotton duck layed in shellac or
marine glue and ironed down into place

with hot flat irons. Edges to be hauled
down over outer edge of deck and neatly

covered by ribband rail when in position.

Cockpit Curb: To 'be of 7/16-inch oak
or mahogany, fitted as indicated, fastened

in place with 1^-inch No. 7 oval head
brass screws. Each side to be in single

piece with fore end neatly and securely

fastened as indicated. Edges to be neatly

rounded.
Flooring; To be located at or near

L.'W.L. on floor bridges of spruce, % x
l^yi inches, seciirely fastened to indicated

spruce rising 5^ x 2/, inches with center

supports under each bridge. Flooring to

be of selected spruce strips >^ x 3 inches,,

run fore and aft as indicated. Center
section to be cleated together to be re-

movable. Flooring in motor compart-
ment the same, with removable sections

to allow of getting at parts of engine

properly. Flooring in motor compart-
ment will allow proper storage _ for life

preservers, oil clothes, and miscellane-

ous equipment.

Bulkheads : Forward and aft bulk-

heads to be of matched chamfered white

pine 7/16 x 2/, inches, set vertically in

the usual manner and backed by cross

ties. Bulkhead to be fastened with 1-inch

galvanized wire nails with heads properly

countersunk and covered with putty.

Thwarts: To be of f:J-ihch white pine

10 inches wide, constructed as indicated

with neatly rounded edges set on ^ x
2}4-inch spruce risings fitted and fastened

securely to frames and extending from
forward bulkhead to aft bulkhead. Seats

to be of thwart type. Seats to be rein-

forced lightly to give necessary stiffness.

Hatch : Hatch over motor compart-

ment of sliding type as indicated and

specified on plan. Top to be of 7/16-inch

8

white pine matched, fastened to two
hatch beams of oak, 'X x 1/, inches.
Hatch beams to have a tenon on each
end to engage groove in ^s-inch oak
slide rails. To be fitted with two sliding
doors of 7/16-inch white pine arranged
to lift out.

Ribbands : Indicated ribband, rails to
be of oak,- 1J4 inches' in pear section
fastened as indicated with screws prop-
erly let. in and bunged with bungs of same
material as rail. Fore and aft ends to be
neatly tapered and. rounded.
Woodwork in General: All pails of

hull and all exposed surfaces inside to be
carefully planed off smooth and thor-
oughly sandpapered to give a perfectly
smooth finish. All work to be done to

the satisfaction of the owner and all de-
tails of hull woodwork are to be com-
plete in every r.;spect. Work not herein
specified but that is shown on the draw-
ings or is manifestly necessary to com-
plete the work in a workmanlike manner
to be done without extra charge.

Metal Work : Rudder—To be of 1-inch
oak neatly tapered under water, to be
hung to stern in center by two sets of
cast brass hangers and supported at bot-
tom by indicated bronze pintle. Quad-
rant of brass on 9-inch radius as shown,
properly connected to steerer with 3/16
Phosphor bronze tiller cable or equal, led"

over 2j/2-inch vertical type wheel rope
sheaves.

Shaftlog—To be a piece of 1-inch pipp .

flanged over filler on outboard end and
cross tie on inboard end as indicated.

Stuffing Box—To be of bronze to fit

shaft, securely fastened to indicated cross
tie.

Strut—To be a bronze- casting, to in-

clude strut and skeg in. one piece prop-
erly babbitted for shaft. To be fastened
through apron with six 5/16-inch brass
stove bolts with nuts inside and. counter-
sunk heads in plate. Bottom plate of
skeg to be fastened to keel with l/t-indi
No. 12 brass screws. 'Vertical web of!

strut cut into keel and through bolted
with two S/16-inch brass stove bolts.

Steerer—To be of drum type fitted

with a 10-inch wheel located as shown.
Tank—Gasoline tank to be of 16-ounce

copper built to form as indicated to hold
about eight gallons, set in a suitable

strong cradle as indicated. Tank to have
one swash plate. To have a 2-inch filler

cap in top and a 54 -inch outlet bushing
in the aft end at bottom. .There will be
a 4-inch brass hand-hold plate over cap.

Flag Staff Sockets—A pair of l4-inch

flush type polished brass flag staff sock-.

ets to be fitted where indicated. A pair

of 4-inch brass beveled bow chocks to be
fitted on forward deck where indicated.

In General—All details of metal work
and hardware to be complete and all parts

of polished brass. All fastenings not

otherwise specified to be of brass screws,

and all inside joiner-work to be fastened

with over head brass screws.

Motor and Installation—]Motor to be

a 3 h.p. Model U Gray, or equal, with
bronze shaft and 14-inch diameter by 14-

inch pitch two-blade type-A Columbian
propeller. To be installed as indicated

properly and completely ready for serv-

ice. Exhaust to be galvanized pipe car-

ried close alongside of frames from muft-

ler to. outlet at stern. Gasoline to be fe(i

to carbureter through 14-iiich copper tub-

ing.



Jane, a Hand 18-Footer
By Wm. H. Hand, Jr.

(Designed Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG)

QutbtKird profile of MoToR BoatinG's second Hand V-bottotn runabout

WHAT did you think of

the 15 - foot runabout
Edith last month ? Pretty

good for a small boat, eh?
Here is a little bigger boat that

goes it one better. Our plans

this month are for a fast little

runabout of 18 feet in length.

When equipped with the speci-

fied 20 h. p. Kermath motor
this outfit should be able to do
17 to 18 m.p.h. without any
difficulty at all. The design of
this little, boat is in a general
way similar to the one pub-
lished last month. When it

comes to power plant, how-
eve'r, we see that the design is

entirely different. The engine
is more nearly amidship and
the cockpit aft is entirely clear,

plant shifts the weights further
for the weight of passengers in

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF JANE



sufficient r e a so n s

for everything that

he does in the de-

sign of a boat. The
weights are calcu-

lated, and the engine

is located at a par-

ticular point. The
seats are located

with a reason, and
any attempts to im-
prove on the design
on the part of the

novice are certain to

result in failure as

far as satisfactory

performance of the
boat is concerned.

Mr. Hand has
had ample experi-

ence and skill in

turning out fleets of
small boats, and his designs should be followed without
changes.

This boat is a little heavier in construction than the 15-

footer published last month. Her greater speed and power
make a little increase in frames, planking, etc., necessary.

The outside lines are similar to other of the famous Hand
V-bottom designs and the construction as before follows

accepted-Hand practice. A boat bt*ilt to these plans can
still be completed, in ample time for use next summer. It

is not such a very difficult task if started promptly and
prosecuted diligently. In order to be sure of being able

to prosecute the construction without delays due to the

weather it would be advisable to begjn the work indoors

Ai^;/^ eyyo oy" y...^

^ ^j^^r^ /^^f,^

m a suitable shed
or building.

The simplest

method of going
about the building

is of course assem-
bling the frames
in an inverted po-
sition and carrying
the entire job of
the hull proper
through to comple-
tion in this man-
ner.

Beginning with
the frames, these

are all cut and pre-

pared in advance.
Patterns are
drawn to full size

on heavy paper in

accordance with
the dimensions of the sections given on this page. Note
particularly that the dimensions g'iven on sections are to

the outsides of planking for which allowance has been
made. Web frames at station points are to be three-quar-

ter-mch sided of oak or apple tree and molded as indi-

cated on the midship section at station 3. Between each
set of web frames there will b^ two bent frames, as indi-

cated on next page, of five-eighths by three-quarter-inch

oak. The web frames will be notched out for the cHime
piece and seam battens while the intermediate bent frames
are securely fastened inside of all battens. The web
frames after completion are assembled in an inverted

position and fastened to a stay so that the distances from

Section at Station 3, midship, gives all material sizes

and necessary details. Scale yi inch equals 1 foot

Complete set of lines in profile, section and plan for I8-/00 ( Hand V-bottom runabout. Scale yi inch equals 1 foot

10



the base line will be cor-

rect as called for in the

sections. Most suitable

for the base line support

is a heavy plank on edge

and properly blocked to

prevent overturning. On
the upper edge of this

base line are marked the

frame spots and the mid-
ship section frame is

erected first in its invert-

ed position. Care must
be taken to 'plumb the

frame perfectly in all

directions. The rest of

the frames should then
be erected in turn and
in their proper order.

Carefully fasten and
stay them all in position so that they will be immovable.

.The keel, stem, and stern are prepared and assembled

next. The apron is a single length of Georgia pine

Jix4 inches. The stem is of lyi-'mdi oak or hack-

matack and is rabbetted for planking. White spruce

is used for the seam battens which are applied in

one length and so fitted as to form a backing for the seams

in the planking. The web frames are notched to receive

.these battens and also the corner chine piece. Note care-

fully whether the transom is perfectly plumb. Our draw-
ings do not call for any rake on this one at all. All lines

of battens should be absolutely fair; swellings- and depres-

sions should be carefully watched for and corrected. The
next operation is the planking. All lines of seam battens be^

Construction sections forward and aft give

details. Scale ^ inch equals 1 foot

14 inch- galvanized bolts.

Stem : To be as indicat-

ed of oak or hackmatack,
sided iy2 inch and mold-
ed as indicated. To be
rabbetted for planking and
Ijearded to carry out all

lines of same. To be fit-

ted with a fg-inch brass
band extending from head
to about 18 inches below
and aft of L. W. L.

Stern : To be double
planked of white cedar,'

total thickness jX-inch re-

inforced by center knee
as indicated with reinforc-

ing oak cleats for side and
bottom stringers, with in-

termediate side cleats of
oak spaced two in each
half of stern as shown.

Frames : On each station marked there will be web frames
formed of 3/j-inch oak or apple tree as indicated, notched for

stringers and chines. Heels of frames to be securely riveted

to IJ^-inch cross ties under engine beds as indicated. Cross
ties to be bolted through apron and filler with one 5^-inch gal-

vanized bolt through center of each. All parts of frames to

be very carefully fitted and very securely fastened. Between
each pair of web frames there will be two bent frames as in-

dicated J-^xJ/j-inch white oak.
Stringers: Bottom and side stringers are to be' of clear

white spruce, 7/16x1 J4 inches, extending full length of hull in

single lengths, spaced as indicated with ends fastened to stem
and stern securely. All stringers to be spaced exactly as

shown, dividing the space between shoe and chines and sheer

and chines into equal parts in width, as they form ribband

backing for planking seams. To be fastened to each frame
ing smooth and fair, the lines of plank seams will similarly crossed with two V/i inch No. 10 brass screws.

be fair. Fasten the frames and planking together as called Clamps: Of selected spruce, 54x2^ inch, set as indicated

for in the specifications.. The first plank installed should

be the garboard strake adjacent to the keel, working then

out to the chine and up to the top strake. After the plank-

ing is entirely on and fastened the hull can be turned right

side up. This can be accomplished by calling for help

at the motor boat club some evening and inviting a little

co-operation from one's idle friends. Deck beams can be

sawn to the radii given and the crown of the deck should

be smooth and continuous. At a later time the entire for-

ward deck should be covered with a single piece of 8-oz.

canvas. Engine foundations and other details all follow

along in order and seats, trim, and accessories gradually

lend grace to the hull. The engine is among the last items

to be installed and after the struts and propeller castings

are all made and attached, our boat is almost completed.
There remains only the painting, varnishing, and trimming
when she will be readj^ for a tryout. The equipment re-

quired by law will be the same as for "Edith." Lights

—

a combination red and green lantern and stern lights;

a capable -whistle; a life preserver or buoyant cushion for

each passenger on board; and a fire extinguisher capable
of extinguishing burning gasoline- A registration number
must be obtained and two copies of the pilot rules carried.

'A complete set of specifications which in conjunction with
the plans arc sufticient data for anyone to construct this

boat follow

:

Specifications for 18-Foot V-Bottom
Runabout Jane

Prepared Especially for MoToR BoatinG

By Wm. H. Hand, Jr., N. A.

Ne Bedford, Ma

Diinensions; Length over all 18 feet, beam 4 feet 6J4 inches,
draft of hull, 10 inches.

Materials : To be strictly first 'class in every respect, all

fastenings to be secure and complete.
Filler: To be of white oak, sided 1^ inches, swelled to

2J4 inches at shaft hole, and molded about 2 inches at stem
scarph, tapering to about Yz inch at aft end.
Apron : Of clear tough Georgia pine in single length, %x

4 inches, bent to form and securely fastened through cross
ties at heels of frames. To be fastened to filler with 1'/^

inch No. 10 brass screws spaced about 6 inches on centers.
Stem, apron, and filler to be fastened together with

to support decking alongside of cockpit and securely fastened

to heads of frames. To be reinforced in way of cockpit by
indicated %-inch spruce filler pieces to form backing for cock-

pit curb fastenings. Clamp to extend full length of hull..

Chines: -To be of clear Georgia pine as shown, in two pieces,

inner member or apron and filler securely fastened together

with copper rivets spaced about 6 inches. To be fastened to

web frames and bent frames with J^-inch copper rivets.

Deck Beams: To be of oak sawn to form on given crown
radii, sided j4-inch and molded IJ^-inch, spaced as indicated

with ends halved into clamps and securely fastened to same.

Motor Beds : The indicated bed plan fits a 20 h. p. Kermath
motor, and is to be adapted to fit the motor installed in the

matter of motor arm or base flange heights. Bed pieces to be
of 1^ inch spruce, bolted through cross ties as indicated. All

parts of bed to be very securely fastened, after being carefully

fitted to bear evenly on top of cross ties.

Frame in general : All exposed edges of clamps, stringers,

frames, chines, deck beams, etc., to be neatly finished with

chamfered edges.
Planking : Bottom and side planking to be of selected white

cedar to finish Ys, inches thick with seams centered on indicated

strin.gers, all planking strakes running fore and aft in the

usual manner. To be five strakes on each side above bilge line

and like number below. All butts to be made on blocks of

same width as space between stringers and 12 inches long of

same material as planking, with ends of adjoining parts fas-

tened securely to same by Jg-i-nch No. 6 brass screws. Planking
to be fastened to apron, chines and stringers with J^-inch

No. 6 brass screws spaced 3-inch on centers and staggered to

prevent splitting of parts. Planking also to be fastened to

frames between stringers with two J4->nch No. 6 brass screws
into each frame crossed. Bilge edges to be neatly rounded, all

seams to be lightly caulked with cotton, run with paint and
payed with white lead putty. Apron, chines, and stringers

are to be thickly coated with thick pai-nt, previous to setting

planking in place, with planking fastened down while paint

is soft. All screwheads to be neatly countersunk and covered
with beeswax applied as putty when warm.
Decking: To be of f^x3-inch cedar or white pine, no bead-

ing, layed fore and aft in the usual manner and fastened into

deck beams, clamp and top strake with 1J4 inch galvanized wire
nails, with heads let in and puttied. Deck to be planed per-

fectly smooth, heads of nails covered with putty and entire

deck to be covered with single piece of heavy unbleached cot-

ton sheeting laid in shellac or marine glue and ironed down
into place with hot flat irons. Edges to be hauled down over
outer edge of deck and neatly covered by ribband rail when
in position.

Cockpit curb: To be of 3^-inch mahogany, fitted as indicated,

fastened in place with 1^4 inch No. 7 oval head" brass screws."
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Each side to he In single piece with fore end neatly and se-
curely fastened as indicated. Edges to be neatly rounded.
Flooring: To be located at or near L. W. L., level to set

on top of cross ties. Flooring to be of selected spruce strips,

J^x3 inch, run fore and aft as indicated. Center section to
be cleated together to be removable. Flooring in niotor com-
partment the same with removable sections to allow of getting
at parts of engine properly.
Bulkheads : Control bulkhead to be of matched chamfered

mahogany, J^x3 inch, set vertically in the usual manner and
backed by oak cross ties securely fastened to frames. Bulk-
head to be fastened with 1 inch oval head brass screws, sym-
metrically arranged.

Seats : Forward seats to be of the divided type as indicated.
Seats to be made up of 7/16x2 inch mahogany strips -with
backboards of 7/16 inch mahogany. The inboard end of
backboard supported by the indicated 3^ inch mahogany arm.
The inboard end of seats supported by two neatly turned 1^
inch mahogany' columns. Rear seat to b§ made up of 7/16x
2 inch mahogany strips with backboard of 7/16 inch mahogany.'
All edges to be neatly rounded.
Hatches : To be framed as indicated and specified on plan.

Cross beams to be halved into fore and aft members and se-

curely fastened. Top to be of J^ inch spruce covered neatly
with cloth like deck. Edges to be covered by flat brass strips,

V/2 inch wide as indicated to cover seam between deck and
hatches. Cleats as indicated, provided with suitable gutters to
carry leak water away from motor.

Ribbands : Indicated ribband rails to be of mahogany,
1J4 inch in half pear section fastened as indicated with screws-
properly let in, and bunged with bungs of- same material, as
rail. Fore and aft ends to- be neatly tapered and rounded.
Woodwork in general : All parts' of hull outside and all

exposed surfaces inside to be carefully planed off smooth and
thoroughly sandpapered to give a perfectly smooth finish. All
work to be done to the satisfaction of the owner, and all de-
tails of hull woodwork are to be complete in every respect.

'Work not herein specified but that is shown on the drawings
or is manifestly necessary to complete the boat in a workman-
like manner to be done by the builder without extra charge.
Metal work : Rudder : To be of Hand-pattern No. 460.

To be hung to stern in center by two cast brass hangers
drilled for stock and securely fastened through stern and stern
knees, with suitable length brass stove bolts of % inch diameter.
Quadrant of brass on 9 inch radius as shown, properly con-
nected with auto steerer. There will be a thrust collar of
brass to bear on upper hanger.
Sheaves : Sheaves for wheel rope, to be of brass at least'

Z'/z inch in diameter of the vertical type.

Stuffingbox: To be M. D. Co. Pattern K. S. bronze to fit

shaft,, fastened on ipron with 1% inch No. 14 brass screws.
Strut: To be a bronze casting of single arm type, Hand

pattern, properly babbitted for shaft. To^be fastened through
apron with six 5/16 inch brass stove bolts with nuts inside
and countersunk heads in plate.

Steerer : A. W. S. Hall Co. "Baby Reliance" auto steerer
properly fitted on starboard side of_ bulkhead and connected
with rudder quadrant by ^ inch diameter Phosphor bronze
tiller rope.

Tank : Gasoline tank to be seamless, tinned steel made
by Janney-Steinmetz Co. of Philadelphia, Pat, 14 inch diameter
x30 inches long, set in a suitable strong cradle as indicated.
Tank to have one swash plate and a 2 inch filler plug.
Flag Staff Sockets, etc : A pair of ^ inch flush type pol-

ished brass flag staff sockets to be fitted where indicated. A
pair of 3 inch brass beveled bow chocks to be fitted on forward
deck where indicated, and a pair of 3 inch brass stem chocks
on stern. There will be two 5 inch brass cleats on aft deck,
and a 5 inch brass cleat on forward deck where indicated.

In General : All details of metal work and hardware to

be complete and all parts of polished brass. All fastenings
not otherwise specified to be brass screws and all inside joiner-
work to be fastened with oval head brass screws.
Motor and Installation: Motor to be a 20 h.p. four-cylinder

Kermath 4x4 inch with bronze shaft and IS inch diameter
by 20 inch pitch, three-blade propeller wheel. To be installed

as indicated, properly and completely, ready for service. Ex-
haust to be piped from manifold through two lyi inch 45
degree Ells, 1^ inch Tee, and 1^/i inch .90-degree Ells as
indicated. The discharge cooling water will be piped to Tee
fitted with an extension and a drain of'^4 inch pipe. The
exhaust will be piped through a slip foint in the transom to

consist of a brass plate on inside and outside of transpm
with packing around pipe. Gasoline to be fed to carburetor
through 14 inch copper tubing through a Stewart vacuum
tank. Builder to supply motor, all motor parts, piping, oinp

httings, and all labor in connection with installation. Con-
trols to be properly connected with steerer in automobile
manner.

Painting.' The entire inside of hull to be paiAted with De-
Voe's D tank deck paint or equal. Outside, below bilge line,

to be painted with one coat of red lead and oil and two coats

of Sherwin Williams Corinthian green bottom paint, or equal.

Topsides to be painted with four coats of white lead, mixed
with lamp black in sufficient quantity to give a slate gray
color. Decking to be painted with three coats of De'Voe's

D tan deck paint, or equal. Bulkheads, seats, flooring, curbs,

ribbands and all other parts of hull, to be finished with one
coat of wood . filler and three coats of best marine spar

varnish.
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Katherine, a Hand 30-Foot Cruiser

Designed by Wm. H. Hand, Jr.

(Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG)

CONTINUING the presen-

tation of plans of famous
Hand^V-bottom boats, we

publish this month a complete

set of plans and specifications

for a 30-foot cruiser, Kather-

ine, which is as complete and

able a boat as it is possible to

find on the seven seas. The en-

thusiasm which greeted the ap-

pearance of the two Hand V-
bottom runabouts published in

January and February MoToR
BoatinG will be redoubled with
the publication of the plans of

this 30-foot cruiser. This boat

is a sizable, well-constructed and thoroughly able little sea

boat. Fast enough to get anywhere and back again before

the trip becomes monotonous, and comfortable enough to

enable a small, congenial party to undertake a lengthy cruise

far [from the beaten paths, its cruising range being ample
for 'several days' cruising before the item of fuel becomes
troublesome.
The construction of this boat is of course more diffi-

cult than the runabouts published before. Undoubtedly a

professional builder would make the most satisfactory job
of this boat. Whether it is advisable for the unskilled ama-
teur to undertake' its construction is a serious question.

While 30 feet is only twice 15 feet, the amount of work in-

volved is nearer ten times as great. There is decking and

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF KATHERINE







Da^a,/ O/" ^ivnina 3s

Construction section at station

No. 6 of 30-foot Hand V-bot-
tom cruiser :Katherine

shown on the plans and the compariionvvay slide and hatch

are completed in turn. Lockers, refrigerator, berths, plumb-

ing, installation of the engine and tanks all come in for

their share of attention, and it will take much longer to do

than it does to read about it. Care should .be exercised and
the plans and specifications carefully followed in order to

have the finished boat a credit to' both its builder and de-

signer.

Specifications for 30-Foot V-Bottom
Cruiser Katherine

Dimensions
Length,' (Jverall, 30 feet; beam, extreme, 8 feet 6 inches; draft,

extreme, 2 feet 9j^ inches.

Materials

To be strictly first class in every respect, also suitable, and all

fastenings to be secure and complete.

i^/?ox. cart KtfO".

CoHrStruction section at station
No. 8 of 30-foot Hand V-hot-

tom cruiser Katherine

Frame

To be of white oak, sided 3 nches, molded asKeel

:

shown.

Filler : To be of white oak, sided 3 inches, molded as
shown, swelled to 3J^^ inches in way of shaft.

Apron : To be of clear straight grained oak or Georgia
pine, 2^ x 5 inches, securely fastened to shoe and filler

with 5^-inch galvanized bolts, through floor timbers under motor
and 54-inch bolts through all other floors. To be properly bev-
eled to receive garboard strake of planking.

'

Stem : To be of two pieces of oak or hackmatack scarphed
and bolted as indicated. To be rabbetted for planking and

•^'' A<i// or'^/ A^iS.^'T

H,ymM*yr Tnrf- rrTTnim. /fi'yfl'

OmA *m*/ *'••*'>'"
Construction section at station No. 6

30-foot Hand V-bottom cruiser Kathe
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bearded to carry out all lines of same above L.W.L., except at

head, which is to be finished square with a 54 inch brass half-

round stem band, extending from top of head to a point about

2 feet aft of fore end of waterline, arid neatly filed to show as

narrow face as practical at and near L.W.L. Stem to be sided

3 inches and inolded as indicated.

Stern: To be framed as indicated with two lj^x4 inch radius

pieces of oak, cut on radius of 5 feet. Center to be supported by

3 inch hackmatack knees as indicated, with four vertical cleats

2J4xlj4 inches, spaced as shown, and 1^x3 inch oak reinforcmg

pieces around edges to form backing for planking fastenings.

Side, deck and bottom planking- to run by edges of transom in

usual manner. Transom double planked with Yi inch white cedar.

Frames : There will be bent frames spaced 9 inches on cen-

ters formed as shown by cross section in construction plan. All

frames under motor beds to be lxl}/2 inch white oak. All other

frames to be 1x1 J^ inch white oak. Heels of frames under

motor beds to be tied together with V-/2 inch oak floor timbers

which set on top of same, all other frames to be tied at heels

with XYi inch oak floor timbers. Floor timbers fastened to

frames with No. 10 copper wire nails. Frames to have oak fill-

ers of the same width at bilge angles as shown.
Chines : To be of Georgia pine, in two parts, as indicated by

plan. Both parts to run full length of hull in single lengths.

Inner members to be lj^x4 inches, set as shown and properly

beveled. Outer member of Georgia pine V/i,y2.y\ inches to form
square caulking s?am, fastened securely to inner member with

2 inch No. 14 brass screws, spaced 12 inches. Inner member to

be securely fastened to each frame with two No. 12 copper wire
nails. All copper fastenings riveted over copper burrs.

Clamps: Main clamps to be of Georgia pine 1x3 inches, set as

shown and extending full length of hull, scarphed at sheerline

break. To be riveted through each frame head with two J^'inch

galvanized rivets. Shelf clanyjs to be worked under beam of

forward deck, to be 1x2 inches Georgia pine riveted through
heads of frames.
Deck Beams : All deck beams are to be of white oak, sawn to

form. Those in raised freeboard deck are to. be %x2J4 inches.

Bridge deck and aft deck beams to be sawn to form, sided 1^
inches and molded 2^ inches. Cockpit beams to be of oak
1^x254 inches with ends set on and securely fastened to indi-

cated riser of Georgia pine fastened to frames. Center struts to

be provided under each cockpit beam, extending to apro-n be-

low. Pit beams oh lj4-inch crown.
Motor Beds : To be of 2^ inches Georgia pine, set and bolted

in accordance with plan. All parts to be very carefully and se-

curely fitted together as indicated, and all bolts provided with
nuts and heavy washers. Motor to be bolted to beds with galva-
nized bolts extending through fore-and-aft beds with nuts on
under side.

Frame, in General : All exposed edges of stringers, clamps,
chines, frames, deck beams, etc., to be neatly finished w^th cham-
fered edges. All parts to be carefully fitted to bear evenly and
very securely fastened as specified.

Planking
To be of the best grade white Virginia cedar to finish J4, inch

thick in strakes about 5 inches wide amidships in topsides, with
proper taper at ends. To be fastened through bent frames with
No. 12 copper wire nails rivete'd over copper burrs. Seams to be
caulked with cotton, run with paint and payed with white lead
putty. All fastenings to be properly let in and bunged with -yvhite

pine bungs. To be thoroughly planed and sandpapered to give a
perfectly smooth finish.

Decking
Raised freeboard deck to be of ^xZIy^ inches matched white

pine or spruce fastened into deck beams with IJ^-inch galvan-
ized boat nails with heads let in. This deck to be planed smooth,
heads of nails covered with putty and covered with a single
piece of 10-ounce duck, layed in shellac or marine glue and
irqned down into place with hot flat irons. Edges to be hauled
down over sides and neatly tacked where same will be covered
by ribband rail \Yhen in position. Flaps to be left around all

deck openings, to be turned up on inner side of coamings when
in position. Main deck, bridge deck and cockpit flooring to be
of white pine J4x2 inches with bunged fastenings. Seams to be
caulked with cotton, run with paint and payed with- black marine
glue. Plank sheers in maiif deck to be of mahogany %x3J^
inches, as indicated. There will be a removable hatch in,bridge
deck over motor.

Deck Joinerwork
Ribband Rails: Ribband rails to be of mahogany lj4xl inch,

formed as indicated and set as shown by profile plan. To be
bung fastened into place with brass screws. Ribbands faced with
54 inch half oval brass from end to end. Ribbands tapered for-
ward and at stern.

Cockpit : To be formed as indicated with staving at sides and
ends of J4x2}.^ inches matched chamfered edge white pine or
mahogany grained into oak coamings on cockpit floor. Joints to

be set in varnish, to be as nearly watertight as possible. There
will be two flush-type hatches in cockpit flooring as shown,
trimmed with l/16xj4-inch hard brass fastened to cover seam
when hatch is closed. All indicated facings to be of mahogany.
Companionway and Hatch : There will be 5 mahogany com-

panionway entrance from bridge deck to cabin where shown.
Same to be of the slide type, slide rails of 154 inch stock with
suitable ledge for beam ends. Slide top to be of ^x3 inches ma-
hogany with splined seams. Doors to be neatly paneled, hung
on suitable brass butts at sides and provided with proper all

brass knobs and catches for locking. There will be a mahogany
hatch on raised deck where indicated. Same to be fitted with a

6-inch deck light.

Hand Rails : Neatly made mahogany hand rails to be fitted

where indicated by the plans. Same to be about 2j4 inches high,

of the usual pattern, in accordance with plan.

Bitts : Oak quarter bitts 3x3 inches to be fitted properly where
indicated. Same to be neatly finished and properly provided with
34x9-inch brass bitt pins. There will be a Hand pattern 3-inch

brass bitt head on forward deck as indicated.

Interior Joinerivork

Ceiling: There will be no ceiling only as required for lockers,

closets, etc.

Flooring: Cabin and around motor to be floored with rift

sawed Georgia pine 54^3 inches, layed on suitable floor bridges

and across tops of frame heel ties. Center section in main cabin

to be arranged to be removable and flooring around motor to be

removable in sections.

Bulkheads: All indicated bulkheads to be Yi^ZYz-'mzh

matched chamfered edge white pine. On inboard edges of bulk-

heads will be turned mahogany columns l;4-inch diameters,

rabbetted neatly on to bulkhead, as indicated. The forward
bulkhead in toilet room will have neat opening over indicated

lavatory, as required. Bulkhead from bridge deck to cabin top

to be of 54x2!/2-inch matched chamfered edge mahogany.
Doors : All indicated doors to be of 54-inch mahogany_ with

neat flat panels hung in suitable mahogany casings and suitable

brass butts with neat knobs and catches.

Toilet Room: Toilet room located as shown, to be. finished in

white pine. To be fitted with water closet with mahogany seat

and cover, and all nickel-plated trimmings. To be properly in-

stalled with discharge and supply sea cocks, as recommended by

the manufacturers of the closet. There will also be a mahogany
and nickel-plated folding lavatory as shown, properly connected.

Main Cabin: All pine to be finished in white and all mahog-
any doors and trimmings in varnish. Transoms to be of white

pine arranged as indicated with drop panels. Casings around

drop panels, columns, and small trim of mahogany.
Galley: To be located at aft end of cabin, to be arranged with

a stove platform with ice chest under on starboard side vvhere

indicated and with shelf over as shown. Ice chest to be built of

two thicknesses. Inside sheathing to be of ;/2x3-inchtongue-and-

groOve white pine, with ice compartment at top and food com-

partment below. Ice compartment to be lined with sheet zinc

and refrigerating compartment to be shellacked. Outside sheath-

ing to be of tongue and groove beveled edge white pine, finished

in'paint. Doors to be of white pine of regular ice chest pattern.

A 1-inch air space to be left between the two thicknesses of

sheathing. Ice compartment fitted with suitable drain to lead

water overboard. Stove shelf on starboard side to be arranged

to properly fit a two-burne'r alcohol stove, which is to be supplied

by the builder and properly fitted, in place. All woodwork under

stove and adjacent to same to be neatly sheathed with 18-ounce

copper. Space'below stove to be fitted as locker for pots, pans,

etc., with suitable shelves or racks over for dishes, also racks at

side of stove. Finish to be in pine, painted white. A neat

copper sink 12x12 inches to be fitted in dresser where indicated

with suitable drain overboard and pump to fresh water tank.
' Miscellaneous: Indicated steps in cabin to be of 54-inch ma-
hoganv, with rubber covered treads and brass nosings. All

details' of interior joinerwork to be complete and in accordance

with the best practice.

Mcta^ Work
Rudder : To be of bronze. Hand pattern No. 356. There will

be a galvanized emergency tiller fitted to square head of rudder

stock.

Steering Gear: There will be a 17-inch wheel, scored drum
cruiser steerer of proper height to conform with plan, properly

fitted where indicated.. To be properly connected with rudder

_quadrant by 5/16 inch diameter, phosphor bronze tiller rope, led

'over suitable 3-inch sheaves.
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Strut : To be a bronze casting to include strut and skeg in one
piece Hand pattern No. 462 with babbitt lining in hub. Securely
bolted to hull with six 5^-inch bronze bolts with nuts on inner
side of apron and to shoe with six S/16-inch bronze bolts. Heads
countersunk in plates.

Air Ports : To be four 6-inch air ports on each side of main
cabin, eight ports in all. With hinged part on inside of hull, and
sleeve projecting through to outside. All metal parts to be
neatly polished and fitted in the best manner.

Stuffing Box : To "be a Mechanical Devices Company pattern
K.S. No. 2 shaft log, fastened in place with lyi inch No. 14
brass screws.

Miscellaneous : Builder to supply and properly fit all neces-
sary deck hardware of polished bronze, including bow and stern

chocks, bow and stern flag staff sockets, cleats, companion locks
and all other minor items necessary to complete the work in a
workmanlike manner.

Motor Installation

The motor, a Model D four-cylinder Scripps, is to be supplied

Dy the builder complete with all of its parts, including electric

starter, reverse gear, shaft, propeller, storage battery, etc. It is

to be propetly and completely installed by the builder as will be
directed by the owner. Gasoline to be fed to carburetor by_ a
Stewart vacuum system through J4 inch soft copper tubing with
necessary valves and strainer. Exhaust to be piped through
indicated 2H-inch galvanized pipe fittings to flange coupling.

From coupling through stern exhaust will be led through 2>4
inch O.D. No. 18 copper tubing. All water piping will be of

brass and all in accordance with the best standard practice. All
instruments will be mounted on bulkhead forward of steering

Electric Lights

The motor equipment will include an electric self starter and
storage battery. The builder will supply and properly fit and
connect with battery the following approved electric lights :—In
toilet room, one dome light ; cabin, two dome lights ; in galley,

two dome lights. Motor compartment, two dome lights and one
exploring light with cord and socket. The builder will also

supply a set of approved electric running lights of suitable size

for a Class 2 boat, properly installed, ready for service. There
will be approved switches as required, and the lights will be
olaced is will be directed by the owner. A set of spare bulbs to

be supplied Fy the builffer for all fixtures.

Plumbing
Gasoline Tanks : Under the cockpit floor at sides there will

be two seamless tinned steel tanks 14 inches diameter by 84
inches long, each with three transverse swash plates, standard
filling plugs and gasoline outlets. Tanks to be supported in

strong spruce cradles as indicated. Filler piped to 2 inch flush
brass deck plates.

Water Tank: There will be a seamless tinned steel fresh
water tank on port side where shown. Same to be 16x40 inches
fitted with two transverse swash plates. To have standard filling

plug and outlet bushing to fit yi inch pipe.

Galley Pump : To be of suitable type, properly connected to

water tank by yi inch pipe.

Cylinder Oil Tank: There will be a seamless tinned steel

tank for cylinder oil, 12x30 inches, on starboard side where
shown. Tank to have two transverse swash plates. To be piped
to base of engine with suitable brass pipe. All tanks to be rig-

idly fastened in spruce cradles.

Scuppers: Suitable 1J4 inch lead scupper pipes fitted in foitr

corners of cockpit neatly flanged and fitted in usual manner.
Suitable leather valve of usual pattern to be fitted over out-
board ends.

Bilge Pumps : There will be a suitable 2 inch hand-type bilge

pump, to be furnished by the builder. Same to have a 10 inch

Painting, Etc.

Above indicated painted waterline shown in profile plan, the

top sides are to be finished in four coats of the best white lead

paint. Below waterline, the hull is to be finished with two coats

of a good bottom paint over one coat of red lead. Canvas deck
covering to be painted with three coats of straw color deck
paint. The name and port to be put on stern in 3 inch plain

block gold leaf letters. All interior pine woodwork and hull

sides to be finished with three coats of the best flat white lead

paint. Entire interior of hull, below chine, to be given one

good coat of red lead and oil. All other parts of hull, including

rails, decks, cockpit, companionway and mahogany inside trirri-

mings to be finished bright, with one coat of wood filler and
three coats of the best marine spar varnish, properly applied in

the usual manner
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Dorothy, a Hand 25 -Foot Runabout
Desig7ied by Wm. H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

Outboard profile' of MoToR BoatinG's fourth Hand V-bottom boat.

OUR. plans this month for the next boat in the famous
.series of Hand V-bottom boats are again in the form
of a runabout. This one is the largest and fastest of

the runabouts pubHshed thus far. This, runabout with its

25 feet of length offers great possibilities to its proud owner
and affords the maximum of convenience and comfort to be

found in a boat of this size. The Model M Van Blerck

motor in the four-cylinder size will provide ample power to

drive this boat as fast as is comfortable.

The tremendous interest being shown on all sides in this

series will receive an added impetus with these new run-

about plans and readers in all parts of the country will await

the publication of plans in their favorite sizes. There are

still to be published brand new plans for cruisers up to 40
feet in length. Other plans for runabouts, a 35-foot auxil-

iary sloop and a 45-foot schooner will also be published later

in the year at the rate of one each month.
The arrangement of Dorothy must follow conventional

practice. A little cockpit is provided away up forward and
a comfortable seat for two people is installed here. Next
aft comes the motor compartment with its motor and all

accessories. The helmsman's position is further aft and is

one of the individual seats of the pair installed at the for-

ward end of the main cockpit. Space for a pair of wicker
chairs and a thwartship seat at the after end provide lots of
seating capacity and comfort. Of course, this boat is not
designed as a long distance cruiser, but ample facilities are

provided for many comfortable day trips. The coming
season holds many alluring trips." Prospects for cruising and
enjoying the rivers and sounds were never better and boat
builders all over the country are busy in an attempt to fill

the demand for boats and more boats. These plans present
an opportunity for countless enthusiasts to secure a boat de-
signed according to most modern theory and practice.

To construct one of these boats it would be advisable to

select a shed or building in which to undertake the work.

The weather is not always perfect, and if the boat is housed
in, construction can be carried on irrespective of .weather
conditions and carried along to completion with greater
dispatch.

As before, a description of the construction steps must
involve a little repetition. But in order to make each article

complete in itself, this must be done. Our first step will be
the getting out of the frames. These should be all bent to

form and prepared according to the lines in advance. Later
these are all assembled and erected at station points and
faired up. Much of the material can be gotten out and pre-

pared from the drawings, the transom, deck beams, hatches,

floor beams,' flooring, decking and numerous other items can
all be prepared in advance.

After the. frames are all erected and fastened in place the
next operation is the planking. A V-bottom boat is simple
to plank as compared to a round-bottom boat. Spilings are

taken as described before and the planks are Sawn with a
rip saw which is easily done. Planking is to be fastened to

frames with copper wire nails riveted over copper hurts and
further fastened to stem, stern, and apron with brass screws.

Screw heads are counterbored and plugged. After planking
is smoothed off and seams caulked and cemented it would
be advisable to coat every part thoroughly with a coat of
paint, both inside and out, except those which are to be
finished in varnish.

Trim is put on as called for by the drawings and speci-

fications and the hull rapidly assumes a completed form.

The installation of the motor, tanks, and accessories of

one sort or another can then be undertaken in due time and
before long the boat will be completed. Paint and varnish

must not be neglected, numerous parts can be well painted

long before they are assembled in the completed hull. Parts

which are in contact with one another should invariably be

well painted before asse'mbly to protect the materials from
decay at a later period. Many parts are inaccessible after

Complete lines in profile and plan of 25-foot Hand runabout. Scale H-inch' equals 1-foot
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Inboard construction section and motor foiCndations with beam and deck plans of Dorothy, a 2S-foot

Hand V-bottom runabout.- Scale %-inch equals 1-foot

the boat is completed and unless protected before will have

to go without.

As in the other plans published, the drawings and speci-

fications are complete in themselves and contain all required

information and data. These should be carefully followed

in all details.

Specifications for 25-Foot V-Bottom

Runabout Dorothy

Prepared Especially for MoToR BoatinG

By JVm. H. Hand, Jr., N. A.

New Bedford, Mass.

Dimensions

Length, overall, 25 feet; beam, 5 feet 4 inches; draft of hull,

111 inches.

Materials

To be strictly first class in every respect, all fastenings to

be secure and complete.

Filler

To be of white oak, sided n/s inches and molded as shown,
swelled to 3j4 inches at shaft hole.

Apron

Of clear Georgia pine in single length 2x4j4 inches, bent

to form, ana securely fastened through floor timbers on heels

of frames with one j4-inch copper bolt riveted over clinch

rings in heavy floors and one 3/16-inch copper bolt in light

floors. To be fastened to filler with 154-inch No. 10 brass

screws spaced about 8 inches on centers. Stem, apron and
filler to be riveted together with 5/16-inch copper rivets.

Stem
To be as indicated of oak or hackmatack, sided V/i inches

and molded as indicated. To be rabbeted for planking and
bearded to carry out all lines of same above" L. W. L. To be
tilted with a J^-inch brass stem band extending from head
to about. 18 inches below and aft of L. W. L. Same to be

neatly -filed to show as narrow a face as is practical at and
near L. W. L.

Stern

To be of cedar, double planked, total thickness Ys inch, re-

inforced by center knee as indicated with reinforcing oak
cleats for side and bottom planking, with intermediate side

cleats of oak spaced in center of each half- of stern.

Frames

All frames -of white oak bent to form, spaced 8 inches on

centers. Alternate frames under motor beds and motor

bearers to be %xlK inch, all other frames J^xl inch. Sawn
oak floors on top of all frames' to correspond to frame siding.

Fastened to apron as, above mentioned and to frames with

No. 12 copper wire nails riveted over copper burrs.

Chine

To be as shown made up of two single length pieces of

Georgia pine securely fastened together. There will be a

No. 12 copper wire nail through both members of chine and

each frame securely riveted over copper burrs.



Clamps

Of selected spruce, J^x2j4 inch, set as indicated, and securely
fastened to heads of frames. To be reinforced in way of
cockpit by indicated ^-inch spruce filler pieces to form back-
ing for cockpit curb fastf!nings. Clamp to extend full length
of hull.

Deck Beams
To be of oak sawn to form on given crown. Heights as

shown, sided % inch and molded 1^4 inches, spaced as in-

dicated with ends halved into clamps and securely fastened
to same.

'center. Forward motor compartment bulkhead to be of yixZl/a
inch white pine matched,

Seats

Forward seats to be of the divided type set as shown. To
be arranged with hinged tops with lockers under. Sides to
be of paneled fnahogany. Tops of ^-inch and backboards of
l^-inch mahogany. Neat arms of ^^inch mahogany support
inboard ends of backboard,s. Aft seat set as shown with both
seat and backboard removable. Seat made up of mahogany
strips Yz-'mzh thick with ^-inch spaces between. Backboard
J/2-inch mahogany.

Construction sections for Dorothy, a 2S-foot Hand V-bottom runabout. Scale Vz-inch equals 1-foot

Motor Beds

The indicated bed plan fits a Model M four-cylinder Van
Blerck motor. All parts of bed to be very securely fastened
after being carefully fitted to bear evenly on top of floor
timbers. Bearers and beds to be bolted together in addition
to being bolted to floor timbers with galvanized S/16-inch
bolts and nuts.

Frame in General
All exposed edges of clamps, stringers, frames, chines, deck

beams, etc., to be neatly finished with, chamfered edges.

Planking

Bottom and side planking to be- of selected white cedar to

finish 9/15 inch thick. All butts to be made on blocks be-

tween frames. To be fastened to frames with No. 14 copper
wire nails riveted ovep copper burrs- and to stem, stern, and
apron with 1)4 inch No. 7 brass screws. Bilge edges to be
neatly rounded, all seams to be lightly caulked with cotton, run
with paint and payed with white lead putty. Apron and chines

to be thickly coated with thick paint previous to setting plank-
ing in place, with planking fastened down while paint is soft.

All screw heads to be neatly countersunk and bunged.

Decking

To be of 5^x3 inch, cedar or white pine, no beading, layed

fore and aft in the usual manner and fastened into deck beams
clamp and top strake with lj4-i'nch galvanized nails, with heads

let in and puttied. Deck to be planed perfectly smooth, heads
of nails covered with putty and entire deck to be covered
with single piece of 8-ounce duck layed in shellac or marine
glue and ironed down into place with hot flat irons. Edges
to be hauled down over outer edge of deck and neatly covered

by ribband rail when in position.

Cockpit Curb and Breakwater

To be of 7/16-inch mahogany, fitted as indicated with rab-

beted mahogany cap ^xl^ inch. Fastened in place with

IJ^-inch No. 7 oval head brass screws. Each side to be in

single piece with fore end neatly and securely fastened as

indicated. Edges to be neatly rounded.

Flooring

To be located as indicated on spruce beams Mx2j4_ inches

with center struts and outboard edges secured to riser of

Ysxiyz inch Georgia pine. Flooring to be of selected spruce

strips >^x2i/^ inches run fore and aft as indicated. Center

section to be cleated together to be removable.
_
Flooring in

motor compartment the same, with removable sections to allow

of getting at parts of engine properly. Forward cockpit the

same.
Btilkheads

Control bulkhead to be of matched chamfered mahogany,

1/^x25^ inches, set vertically in the usual manner and backed

by oak cross ties, securely fastened to frames. Bulkhead to

be fa^ttntii with 1-ir-h oval head brass screws symmetrically

arran'iod. BullcJieac it aft end "of cockpit to be fitted and'

faste: d i;i the s.im- manner, with removable type door in

Hatches
To be framed as indicated and specified on plan. Cross

beams to be halved into fore and aft members and securtly
fastened. Top to be of 3/^-inch cedar or white pine, covered
neatly with cloth like deck. Fore, aft, and outboard edges
to be covered' by a flat 1/16-inch brass strip V/i inches wide
as indicated, to cover seam between deck and hatches and
center lap. Oak cleats as indicated and provided with suitable
gutters to carry leak water to be fitted as shown. To be hung
on IJ^-inch brass piano hinges as shown.

Ribbands
Indicated ribband rails to be of mahogany, 1^ inches in

half round section fastened as indicated with screvv^ properly
let in and bunged with bungs of same material as rail. Fore
and aft ends to be neatly tapered and rounded.

Woodwork in General

All parts of hull outside and all exposed surfaces inside to
be carefully planed off smooth and thoroughly sandpapered
to give a perfectly smooth finish. All work to be done to
the satisfaction of the owner and all details of hull wood-
work are, to be complete in every respect. Work not herein
specified, but that, is shown on the drawings or is manifestly
necessary to complete the boat in a workmanlike manner, to
be done by the builder without extra charge.

Metal Work
Rudder : The rudder will be a Hand pattern No. 381 with

manganese bronze blade, Tobin bronze 'stock 15^-inch diameter,
10-inch bronze quadrant, brass port threaded in keel with stuff-

ing box at top as indicated. The stock will be supported at

top under quadrant by ^xS inch oak cross tie secured to
hull at sides and. provided with light struts to hull each side
of stock. T-o carry weight load of rudder as well as side
strains.

Sheaves ; Sheaves for wheel rope to be of vertical pattern
fastened where indicated not less than 3 inches in diameter.

Stuffing Box : To be Mechanical Devices Co. pattern K. S.

bronze to fit shaft, fastened on apron with \yi,-mch No. 14
brass screws.

Strut: To be a bronze casting of single arm type. Hand
pattern No. 381 properly babbited for shaft. To be fastened
through apron vvith six 5/16-inch brass stove bolts with nuts
inside and countersunk heads in plate;

Steerer: A 17-inch wheel fore and aft controls, scored drum
auto steerer properly fitted on starboard side of bulkhead and
connected with rudder quadrant by J4-inch diameter Phosphor
bronze tiller rope led over 3-inch Hand wheel rope sheaves
and through suitable guides at sides.

Tank: Gasoline tank to be seamless tinned steel 16-inch

diameter by 45 inches long, set in a suitable strong cradle as
indicated. Tank to have two swash plates.

_
To have feed

to carbureter through ^-inch up-feed-tube, 2-inch filler piped
to deck plate.

Bitts: A brass bitt head.to be fitted on Jorward.deck where
shown and a pair of brass bitt heads on aft deck.
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Profile of 23-foot Hand V-hottom cruiser Zenith

Zenith, a Hand 25-Foot Cruiser
Designed by Win. H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

NOW, who would like a fine

little cruiser? We have had
plans for runabouts in all

sizes from 15 feet up and also a
cruiser in the larger sizes. Here
are some plans for a crackerjack
little cruiser of only 25 feet length.

Imagine the joys of sailing about
on a dandy little boat like this fitted

with a 20 h. p. K-ermath motor
neatly tucked away under the

bridge. Just think of the many
happy days to be spent on this

little boat in cruising about from
one picturesque harbor to the next.

Or what could be-more fun than
going in all the club motor boat
races and winning the prizes. The
busy little motor with which this

boat is to be equipped is capable

of pushing it along on a merry.

clip. One that you need not be
ashamed of. You will never be
the last boat back with this outfit.

The hull is light and strong and the design is perfect. Only
a designer of the skill and experience of Wm. H. Hand, Jr.,

is able to turn out a boat with such a multitude of desirable

features as this one possesses. There are comfortable
berths, a capacious gs^lley, and pantry where the meals can
be prepared in comfort. A roomy toilet and numerous other

itemsl Under the cockpit floor are the gasoline tanks and a

large flush hatch makes this lazarette space easily accessible

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF ZENITH



Inboard construction profile, beam plan and deck
plan of 2S-foot . Hand ' V-bottoni cruiser Zenith





Painting of the hull and in-

terior may be as specified later

or as desired but care should b'e

exercised to make a good job of
this as a good job of hull con-
struction can be made to look
very ordinary by hastily applied
paint.

Complete specifications for all

items entering in on the con-
struction of this boat follow

:

Specifications for 25-

Foot V- Bottom
Cruiser Zenith

Prepared Especially for

MoToR BoatinG

By Wm. H. Hand. Jr., N. A.

New Bedford, Mass.

Dimensions

Length, overall, 25 feet; beam,
extreme, 7 feet 9 inches ; draft,

2 feet 7J4 inches.

General Conditions

The yacht is to be built iinder

suitable housing. All materials
and manufactured articles and
articles of construction, of what-
ever kind, and in every depart-
ment, are to be the best in quality

for their respective purposes..

All workmanship must be of the

first class and the whole executed
under the direction and to the
satisfaction of the owner or his

duly authorized representative.

Work not shown by the draw-
ings, or specified herein, but which
is usual or necessary for a boat
of this type, is to be done by the
builder without extra charge.

Frame—Keel

To be of whitp oak sided l^A
inches and molded as shown,
swelled to 35-4 inches in way of
shaft.

Filler

To be of white oak, sided Zy'z

inches and molded as shown,
swelled to 3J.-4 inches in way of
shaft.

Apron

To be of clear straight-grained
Georgia pine 2J/8X4J4 inches se-
curely fastened to keel. To be
properly beveled to receive gar-
board strake of planking.

Stem

To be of two pieces of oak or
hackmatack, sided 2'/^-inch natu-
ral crook, scarphed and bolted as
indicated. To be rabbeted for
planking and beaded to carry out
all lines of same above L.W.L.
except at head which is to be
finished square with a brass 54-
inch half round stem band, ex-
tending from top of head to a
point about 2 feet aft of fore end
of waterline and neatly filed to
show as narrow a face as is prac-
tical at and near L.W.L. Stem to
be molded as indicated.

Stern

To be double planked of white
cedar, total thickness 34-inch with
white lead between, bent to form

Complete set of lines for 2S-foot Hand V-bottom cruiser
Zenith, including plan, profile and sections
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on 6-foot radius. It will be supported
in center by indicated hackmatack
knee and reinforced at sides and bot-

tom with oak back rabbet pieces for
planking fastenings. There will be
two vertical cleats in each half of
stern as indicated. Planking to run
hy transom and be properly finished

with angle brass trim.

Frames

All frames to be of white oak
steam bent, spaced 9^ inches on
centers. Alternate frames under
motor beds to be J^xlJ^ inches. All

other frames %xl^ inches. Heels
of frames to be boxed into apron.
All floor timbers to be sided to cor-

respond with frames and carefully

fitted on top of same. To be securely

fastened to apron and keel with ^-
inch galvanized bolts fitted with nuts
and washers through heavy floors and
^-inch bolts through light floors.

Frames to have the required filler

pieces of white pine ahove and be-

low chines as shown in cross section

planes. Frames to be fastened to

chines with 3/16-inch or No. 7 cop-
per wire nails and where the bottom
edge of side planking and top edge
of bottom planking join the chines
there will be a No. 10 copper, wire
nail through planking chine and
frame, making three through fasten-

ings through frame and chine. All
copper fastenings will be properly
riveted over copper burrs; There
will be suitable limbers under all floors to lead bilge water to

pump.

Section at Station
No. 3. 2s-Foot Hand
V-bottom cruiser

Zenith

Chines

To be of
Georgia pine,

in two parts,

as indicated
by plan. Both
parts run full

length of hull

in single
lengths. Inner
members to be
1J4x4 inches
set as shown

^'/XZ .S/sr-i^ce ^o^rar7^

-^ jh^eyss yo/'/fff •s^&ncA/o;7<s

and properly beveled to receive planks
ing. Outer member of Georgia pine
V/i'Xili/i inches beveled to form square
caulking seam, fastened securely to
inner member with copper rivets as
above specified.

Clamps

Main clamps to be of Georgia or
Oregon pine %x3 inches set as
shown and extending from stem to

stern. There will be a clamp under
beams of raised deck %x3 inches,

also a shelf clamp %x2 inches.

Clamps to be fastened to frames with
No. 8 copper rivets, two in each
frame.

Deck Beams

All beams to be o"f white oak,

sawn to form. Those in deck in

raised freeboard on crown height
specified on plan. All other deck
beams in bridge and aft decks to be
sawn to form on a crown specified.

Main deck beams in bridge deck and
aft deck to be lJ/^x2J4 inches.

Raised-deck beams to be 1x2 inches
with ends halved into clamps and
securely fastened. Cockpit beams to

be lx2J4 inches.

Motor Beds

To be of Georgia pine, set and
bolted in accordance with plan. All

parts to be very carefully and se-

curely fitted together as indicated,

and all bolts provided with nuts and
heavy washers. Motor to be bolted to beds with galvanized
bolts extending through fore and aft beds with nuts on under
side.

Frame in General

All exposed edges of stringers, clamps, frames, chines, deck
beams, etc., to be neatly finished with chamfered edges. All
parts to be carefully fitted to bear evenly and securely fast-

ened as specified. Short beams at sides of motor hatches

to be halved into oak carlins 1^x2^ inches, set as indicated,

with ends notched into beams at ends.

Planking

The hull will be planked with white cedar to finish not
less than %-inch. . To be fastened with No. 11 copper wire
nails riveted over copper burrs. All outside fastenings will

be properly countersunk and bunged.

Section through bridge and
Hon No. 6 of 2S-foot Hand
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Decking

Raised freeboard deck to be of ^ix2yi inches matched white
pine fastened into deck beams with 1^4 inches galvanized boat
nails with heads let in. Deck to be planed smooth, heads of
nails covered with white lead putty and entire deck covered
with a single piece of 8-Ounce duck, laid in shellac or marine
glue and ironed down into place with hot flat irons. Edges
to be hauled down over sides and neatly tacked where same
will be covered by ribband rails when in position. Flaps to he
left around all deck openings to be turned up on inner side

of coamings when in position. Bridge deck and cockpit floor'

to be of white pine, 34x2 inches, with bunged fastenings. Seams
to be caulked with cotton, run with paint and payed with
Jeffrey's black marine glue.

Deck Joinerwork—Ribbands

Upper and lower ribbands to be mahogany or oak, 1x1^4
inches, formed as indicated and set as shown by profile plan.

To be bung fastened into place with brass screws. Ribbands
faced,with f^-inch half oval brass. Ribbands tapered forward
and at stern.

Companionway
To be of the indicated type of mahogany with slide rails of

lj4-inch stock with ledge for beam end. Slide tops to be of
54x3-inch mahogany with splined seams. Beams to be of oak
IxlJ/^ inches. Companionway to be fitted with slide doors of
usual type to lift out.

Skylight

A skylight 2x2 feet 6 inches inside measurements to be fitted

where indicated on forward deck. To be a Lawley type or
equal.

Hand Rails

Neatly made hand rails of mahogany to be fitted where
shown by plans. Same to be formed by IJ^-inch mahogany,
2% inches high.

Bitts

Oak main and quarter bitts to be fitted properly where in-

dicated. Same to be neatly finished and properly provided
with 54x9-inch brass bitt pins.

Motor Hatches

In the bridge deck over motor there will be a hatch open-
ing as shown, covered by flush type hatch of ?4x2-inch white
pine to match decking. Hatch to be built on oak beams,
crowned to match deck, 1^x1 J-s inches, with ends supported
on lJ4-inch oak gutter cleats as indicated. Gutter cleats to be
arranged to lead all leak water aft to cockpit. There will

be brass trim, lj/2xl/16-inch hard stock, fastened by screws on
hatch covering all joints. Brass ring bolts will be fitted in

hatch for lifting same, to be through bolted.

Interior Joinenuork—Flooring

Cabin and motor room to be floored with rift sawed Georgia
pine ^x3-inch,/ laid on floor timbers. Center sections to be
arranged to be removable and flooring around motor to be re-

movable in sections.

Bulkheads

Indicated bulkheads to be of white pine, chamfered Yz-'mch.,

Zyi inches wide, fitted and fastened in the usual manner.

Doors
Locker doors to be of i/^-inch white- pine with neat flat

panels, hung in suitable mahogany casings on suitable brass

butts with neat brass knobs.

Toilet Room
To be located as shown and finished in white pine. To be

'fitted with water closet with mahogany seat and cover and
all nickel plated trimmings and nickel plated folding lavatory.

Closet to be properly installed with discharge and supply sea

cocks and all plumbing details as recommended by the manu-
facturers.

Main Cabin

All pine and inner sides of hull, including deck, to be finished

in white and all mahogany trimmings in varnish. Lockers to

be built of white pine. Cabin to be arranged with two tran-

som berths, the tops of which shall be built with trap to lift

up. In fronts there shall be flat panels as indicated. For-
ward there will be shelves as shown.

Galley

To be located at aft end of main cabin, to be arranged with
stove space with locker under. All woodwork under stove

adjacent to same to be neatly sheathed with 18-ounce copper.

Finish of galley to be in pine painted white.

Misccltaneons

Indicated steps in main cabin to be of ^-inch mahogany
with rubber treads and brass nosings. All details of interior

joinerwork to be complete and in accordance with the best

practice.
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Fui'nishings

In addition to items of furnishings hereinbefore mentioned,

the builder is to supply suitable tan Leatherwove covered

Japora silk floss filled cushions for main cabin transoms and

cockpit seat.

Metal Work—Rudder

To be of bronze Hand .pattern No. 356, complete with quad-

rant and sleeve.

Steering Gear

There will be a 17-inch cruiser steerer of proper height to

conform with plan, properly fitted where indicated. Same to

have all parts of brass with mahogany wheel rim and usual

motor controls. To be properly connected with rudder quad-

rant by S/16-inch diameter phosphor bronze tiller rope, led

over suitable sheaves.
Strut

To be a bronze casting. Hand pattern No. 468, to include

strut and skeg in one casting, bearing babbit lined, securely

bolted to hull with six f^-inch bronze bolts with nuts on inner

side of apron.
Air Ports

To be three 6-inch air ports -on each side of main cabin.

Ports to be made with hinged part on inside of hull with

sleeves projecting through to outside. All metal parts to be

neatly polished and fitted in the best manner.

Stuffingbox

To be M. D. Co. pattern K. S. to fit shaft, fastened in place

with 1^ -inch No. 15 brass screws.

Miscellaneous

Builder to supply and properly fit all necessary deck hard-

ware of polished bronze, including bow and stern chocks, bow
and stern flagstaff sockets, cleats, companionway locks and all

other minor items necessary to complete the work properly

and to the satisfaction of the owner. AH hardware to be of

suitable size and of heavy .pattern.

Motor Installation

Motor, to be supplied by the builder, comjSlete with all of

its parts, including reverse gear, shaft, propeller,_ etc., gas

tanks and piping, to be properly installed by the builder. AH
controls to be led to bridge deck and all details to be strictly

in accordance with the best practice and satisfactory to the

owner. The builder is to supply all piping and pipe fittings.

Plumbing—Gasoline Tanks

Under cockpit floor at sides there will be two seamless

tinned steel gasoline tanks 12x60 inches, each with two trans-

verse swash plates, standard filler plugs and gasoline outlets.

Tanks to be supported in strong spruce cradfes as indicated.

Fillers to be piped to 2-inch diameter flush brass deck plates.

Water Tank

There will be a 10xl6-inch x 30-inch 20-gallon 20-ounce

copper, fresh water tank on port side where indicated properly

reinforced with swash plates and provided with suitable fill-

ing tap connected to main deck above by 1^-mch lead pipe

properly fitted to tank and to deck plate of brass in deck. To
be provided with suitable 54 -inch outlet bushing. Securely

fastened in place. -Water tank properly connected with lead

pipe j4-inch diameter to lavatory.

Electric Lights

The motor equipment to be supplied by the owner will in-

clude electric self-starter and storage battery. The builder

will supply and properly connect with battery the following

electric lights. In toilet room one dome light, in main cabin.

two dome lights, in galley one dome light. There will Ise

four Y'ater-proof plug sockets properly fitted 'and located for

running lights, the builder will also supply a set of brass electric

running lights of size required by law, together with necessary

plug wires and plugs to fit in sockets ready for use. There will

be also two plug sockets and two dome lights in motor room

under bridge, and one exploring light on- a 12-foot cord.

Painting, Etc.

Above indicated painted waterline, the topsides'are to be

finished in four coats of the best white lead paint, mixed to

give a light' gray color. Below waterline, the hull is to finish

with two coats of green bottom paint over one coat of red

lead. Canvas deck coverings to be painted with three coats of

straw cok)r deck paint. The name and port to-be put on stern

in 3-inch plain block letters, gilded in gold leaf. All interior

pine woodwork to be finished with three coats of the best flat

white lead paint. Entire interior of hull to be painted with one

good coat of red lead and oil below chine and three coats ot

white above. All other parts of hull, including rails, decks, com-.

panionway and mahogany trimmings to be finished bright with

one coat of wood filler and three coats of the best marine

spar varnish, properly applied in the usual manner.



Cyclone, a Hand 36-Foot Auxiliary
Designed by Win. H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

Those who love the sea and real cruising
feeling of a seaworthy, substantial, and able
"bigger than the weather" in the summer m
ously consider the type represented by thi:

in which you may cruise in safety and

yvFTER publishing in-

r\ formation for a
•^ -*- variety of motor
boats, small, medium, and
large, we depart from
custom and present this

month plans, specifica-

tions and full details for

a regular he-boat. A
full-fledged deep water
craft less than 40 feet

long, but oh—what room
there is to be had in a
boat like this.

Mr. Hand has outdone
himself this time. Cab-
ins, quarters and all ac-

commodations are large

and commodious. There
is ample deck space.

Cockpit is wonderful and altogether there is room to
spare at all points.

This capable little boat takes the form of a sloop
and is just about 30 feet long on the waterline.
The overhang forward and aft increases this

length to 38 feet 6>4 inches.

All old sailormen will delight in seeing a sloop
yacht of this kind. The typical Hand sheer-
line lends a grace ' and distinctiveness to
these down , east fishing type schooners
which is a feature in itself. Along the

New England Coast fishing is the busi-
ness of many industrious natives. The
vagaries of the weather are not per-
mitted to interfere at all with their

comings and goings. Their boats
are used at all times, both winter
and summer, in storm and calm.

They take
,
the weather as it

comes, the good with the

bad. As Mr. Hand says in

talking, of this sloop, it

can go anywhere the

water is deep enough,
cross the ocean if

necessary, if you
are a real sailor

and navigator.

Much more

Read What Mr. Hand Says About Cyclone
A Pleajor the Auxiliary

\ blue water, who like the
liling craft which is really

tionths, will do well to seri-
little sloop. She is a boat

afort anywhere the water is

Ligh,—yes, across the ocean if you are a real sailor and navi-
gator. No motor ever built will equal the smooth, quiet, and even
driving power of a good breeze, and the sensation of bowling along with
started sheets cannot be equalled on the water, under the water, or in

the air. The throb, roar, rattle, and vibration of man made machinery
may be exhilarating, but it is also nerve racking, and cannot be favor-
ably compared with the soft, smooth driving power of God given wind.
Yes, of course, the wind fails at times and sometimes one is in a hurry,
then you may start your motor and slip along at good speed with far

less noise and vibration than in a comparatively lightly built "express
cruiser", or standard "cruiser" of motor type.

This little sloop is really a little ship,—a sailor's boat, and her lines,

construction and details follow the very best practice of the modern
fisherman type for deep water work. Below decks she has a real cabin
with all cruising conveniences for a party of four. She is not a floating
bungalow, but a snug and trim little cruiser in which you may really
cruise. WILLIAM H. HAND, JR.

substantially and heavily
built than is customary
ill motor boat construc-
tion, boats of this kind
are endowed with a re-

markably long life. Wit-
ness, for example, some
of the early Hudson
River sloops which were
built before the days of
the steamboats! The last

few of these are just

about disappearing after
a long strenuous life.

Since the sizes of tim-

bers and frames in Cy-
clone are very heavy and
substantial it is cuestior>-

able if there are aiiv

amateur builders in the

country with either the ability or plant fa-

cilities sufficient to undertake single-hand-
ed a boat of these pretentions. Instruc-

tions for building the boat are perhaps
superfluous. Any competent boat build-

er is able to build Cyclone from the

drawings as published.

The information given is complete
and "to the point. The outboard
profile also gives the sail plan.

Construction sections and plans
will show all sizes of materials

and fastenings entering into

the boat.

For the auxiliary power
plant a Model D Sterling

two-cylinder motor has
been selected. A two-
blade propeller wheel of
ample size will be sup-

plied to allow the mo-
tor to work effec-

tively. Gasoline
will be carried in

two tanks and
ample capacity
is provided to

operate the
motor for a

Outboard profile and sail plan of Cyclone
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Interior arrangcmcitt plan of Cyclone

Frame
Keel : To be of white oak, sided lOVj inches, molded and

formed as indicated. To be jogged for heels of frames and
rabbeted for planking.
Stem: To be. of natural crook oak in two parts, scarphed

as indicated, sided 5 inches at head, increasing in siding to
that of keel at indicated scarph joint on fore end. To be
molded as shown, rabbeted for planking, and bearded to carry
out all lines of same above L.W.L. also rounded on face. Head
to finish square as shown.

Shaftlog: To.be of white oak, 7x8 inches set as shown with
154-inch shaft hole bored through center' in usual manner.
Deadwood : To be of white oak, as indicated, to conform

with plans and securely bolted, To be neatly formed and
tapered at propeller opening.
Horn Timber.: To be of white oak, sided 7 inches and

molded and tapered as required by plan. To be securely bolted
through shaftlog.

Stern: To be of well seasoned white oak 1% inches thick
in four or five cross strakes, bent to form on a radius of IS
feet. To be supported by indicated 5-inch oak, piece in center
with 3-inch white oak back rabbet pieces, to take fasteriings

and to have intermediate oak cleats, about 2x2% inches, spaced
in center of each half of stern. There will be' oak quarter
knees as required by plans. Plank ends to form miter with
transom in approved manner.
Frames: To be of white oak 2x2 54 -inch siding, steamed

and bent to form, spaced 9 inches on centers. Heels, to be
set in jogs in keel and securely fastened in the usual manner.

Floor Timbers : To be of 2j4-inch wdiite oak sawn to form
on all frame heels, to be set on top of • each frame, riveted

through same and bolted securely into keel.

Mast Step : To be of 3j4-inch white oak set as shown,
[mortised for mast heel and bolted securely in position.

Beam Clamps : To be of. Georgia pine, in single lengths,

IMxSH inches, set as indicated and bolted through frame

heads, with two S/16-inch galvanized bolts with . nuts and
washers.

Shelf Clamps : To be of Georgia pine in single lengths
l^xiyi inches tapered at fore end. To be bolted through
beam clamps at each frame head.

Bilge Stringers : To be of Georgia pine in single lengths
154x4 inches, set as indicated, two on fach side, bolted witli

one S/16-inch galvanized bolt through each frame crossed.

Deck Frame

Deck Beams : All deck hfams to be of white oak, sawn to
form with crown of S-inches in 10 feet of length. All beams to

be set as shown, halved into beam clamps and securely bolted
to same in the usual manner. i\Iain deck beams to be 214x3%
inches. Auxiliary beams to be 154x2^4 inches. Short beams
to be 154x25-4 inches dove-tailed into oak house carlins 2%-kZ
inches set as shown. All beams to be neatly rounded on lower
edges. There will be hanging knees on beam at forward end
of mast partners.

Knees : All indicated knees to be of hackmatack or oak,
sided 21/2 inches securely' through fastened in. the usual man-
ner.

Partners and Breasthook: To be of 2j4-inch white oak,

set as shown and securely "fastened. Ends of partners to be
let into main deck beams as indicated.

Bitts : Main bitts to be double of white oak 3j^x3j4 inches
spaced to fit windlass "with heels secured to stem and floor

timber. Quarter bitts of white oak 3j4x3^-inch set as in-

dicated and securely fastened, to have 54-inch bitt pins of
brass.

Planking and Decking

Planking: To be of good quality' white Virginia cedar \%
inches thick in as long and as narrow lengths as is practical

to run. In topsides, no strake to be over 5 inches wide in the

widest place. All seams to show close inside, with uniform
neat caulking seam outside. All. fastenings to be properly let

in and bunged with cedar or pine bungs set in shellac. Entire^

outside of hull to be carefully planed off and thoroughly sand-

papered to a smooth, fair surface.

I'arious sectional viezvs.

Those on left at Stations

7 and 9. On right Station

10, looking forward
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Specifications for Auxiliary Sloop Cyclone

to be fastened with S 34-inch galvanized boat
nails. Decking to be galvanized fastened. All
other fastenings not herein specified, tp be of
galvanized iron, secure and complete in all de-
tails.

Chain Plates: Main chain plates to be of gal-

vanized iron 2xf^ inches, securely bolted to sides
and through frames as indicated.

Travelers: To be of galvanized wrought iron.
Main sheet travelers ?l-inch diampter, z feet
long. Forestaysail traveler Y^-\nz)i diameter, 18
inches long.

Windlass: A No. C Gypsy windlass of gal-
vanized iron to be properly fitted on main bitts
where shown.

Steering Gear: -There will be an Edson pat-
ent oscillating steerer, size No. 5 with 32-inch
galvanized steering wheel properly fitted for ser-
vice as required.

Rudder: The rudder stock will be of cast
manganese bronze as shown by plan. The rud-
der port will be of 2-inch brass pipe tO'fit stock
loosely, threaded into horn timber flush with
bottom of same. To be fitted with a gland
stuffing-box at top. The blade will be of oak
2H inches at top, tapered to 2 inches at the
heel and tapered to 1 5^ inches at after edge.
To be bolted to stock with four ^-^-inch bronze
bolts as indicated. There will be a suitable
bronze pintle castin^^to hold heel of rudder as
shown, also a bronze strap, Ij4xlj4x9 inches to
support stock as indicated.

Deck Plates: Brass screw deck plates 2-inch
diameter opening, to be fitted in deck over water
tank filler and gasoline tank fillers. A 4-inch
water deck iron to be fitted in fore deck to carry
smoke from indicated cabin stove.

Motor and .Installation

The motor will be a Model D two-cylinder
Sterling complete with bronze shaft IJ^-inch
diameter and a Hyde two-blade propeller wheel
26-inch diameter by 20-inch pitch, completely in-
stalled ready for service. All gasoline will be
piped through soft copper tubing j4-inch O.D.
with valves and strainer as required. All water
piping will be 6f brass with suitable valves and
connections.- The exhaust will be neatly and
properly piped with suitable galvanized iron
pipe and fittings with outlet at the stern. The
reverse lever and throttle will be properly con-
nected to be handled by helmsman when at
steering wheel. All exposed control parts will
be of brass. All details to be in accordance with
the best standard practice and as required to give
proper service.

Plnmbvig

Gasoline Tanks;' There will be two gasoline
tanks where shown of 24-ounce copper, with
suitable swash plates. Tanks to set in suitable
heavy cradles. Fillers to be piped to 2-inch deck
plates in deck. Starboard tank to hold about
Z7 gallons, port tank to hold about 42 galleons.

Water Tanks: There will be a pair of strongly
made 18-ounce tin lined copper water tanks to
template, properly fitted under forward ends of
cabin transoms. These tanks will hold about 22
gallons each and will be provided with swash
plates, filling plates with proper lead connec-
tions for filling from deck and outlet bushings as
required.

Bilge Pump: A regulation copper boat bilge
pump with 2 J^ -inch cylinder to be properly fitted
in deck "and piped with suitable size lead pipe
and strainer to lowest point in hull. Brass deck
plate over.

Toilet Room Plumbing: In toilet room, there
will be a. water closet with mahogany seat and
covej", properly installed for service, with supply
and discharge sea-cocks as supplied by closet
makers.

Sink : In galley there will be an enameled
iron sink, size 12x16 inches, properly set and
connected with large suitable drain pipe dis-
charging overboard. There will be a brass pump
properly connected on aft bulkhead over sink to
properly fill sink from water tanks.

Scuppers: There will be 1^-inch lead scupper
pipes properly fitted in all four corners of cock-
pit to drain overboard. Scuppers will be neatly
flanged in suitable recesses in planking and
cockpit floor, tacked with copper tacks and the
outboard ends will have proper leather scupper
valves.

Cabin Joinerwork

Cabin Flooring: Cabin to be floored as indi-
cated, t)n suitable floor bridges. Flooring to be
of ^x3-inch rift sawed Georgia pine, fitted with
removable sections, to allow of getting at bilge
below and also around motor.

Ceiling: The hull will be ceiled from station
No. 2 to aft end of cabin from flooring to under-

side of sheer clamp, with §^x2^-inch white pine

with bevel edges, properly fastened v/ith gal-

vanized boat nails with heads let in and neatly
puttied. Ventilation space to be left between
under' side of clamp and top edge of ceiling.

Forecastle: The finish will be white pine
painted as required. There will be a transom
seat and pipe berth on each side as shown.
Forward there will be a shelf and storage space.

Galley: The general finish will be in white
pine properly finished in white enamel. On the

starboard side there will be a platform for a
No. 2 coal burning range, sink and dresser with
shelves under and dish rack over. On the port

side will be a properly built in ice chest with two
thicknesses of ^-inch stock with 1-inch dead air

space between; zinc-lined ice compartment to

drain overboard, shellacked spruce food shelves

and regulation ice chest doors in front. The
top of ice chest will be finished as a dresser with
dish racks over at outboard side.

Main Cabin; The general finish will be white
pine properly finished in white enamel. The
trimmings will be in mahogany. All bulkheads
and partitions will be in white pine with neat
flat panels. All door casings, columns, and small

trim will be of mahogany. Indicated mahogany
columns to be IJ^-inch diameter rabbeted on as

sbown. On each side there will be a transom
fitted with a cushion as required, and lockers

under aft ends. Aft on the starboard side there

will be a toilet compartment formed by partial

bulkhead. To be fitted with'a suitable khaki cur-

tain. Opposite there will be a hanging space as

indicated, fitted with necessary brass coat hooks
of heavy pattern.

Cabin Steps: C^-bin steps to be of mahogany
with rubber treads, fitted in usual manner.

Miscellaneous

Motor Beds: There will be white oak beds for

motor as required by_plan. All parts to be very
securely fastened and arranged to properly carry

motor.

Boom Crotch r There will be a boom rest of

oak fitted in taffrail as indicated.

Side Steps: The builder is to provide a pair

of suitable mahogany side steps, fitted with suit-

able brass hooks to engage rail.

Inside Ballast: In addition to cement and
boiler punchings there will be inside iron ballast

about 2 tons properly stowed.

Spars

Spars: M^st, boom, gaff, bowsprit, and fore-

staysail club are to be of selected spruce sticks,

properly made and neatly finished, as required
oy sail plan in dimensioiis and details. There
will be a mahogany truck on mast head as shown,
fitted with suitable sheave for flag halyards.

Masts to be set with l-degree rake and hauled
plumb with rigging. There will be suitable oak
spreaders. Gaff will be fitted with approved jaws
of white oak neatly curved as indicated. All
spar work will be complete and as required.

Spar Iron Work

All parts to be of the best galvanized wrought
iron. Main boom to be fitted with galvanized
boom traveler of the regulation type and indi-
cated straps and bands. Boom to be hung on
galvanized gooseneck band. Bowsprit to be fitted

with suitable band with strap over end, shackled
into ^-inch galvanized rod with turnbuckle *at

bowsprit end and stem end to be shackled into
heavy suitable plate through riveted to stem.

Standing Rigging

The standing rigging will be of the best quality
galvanized steel wire rope. Shrouds (two on each
side of mast) 7/16-inch diameter. Forestay Yz-
inch diameter. Jibstay 7/16-inch diameter. The
shrouds .will be set up with suitable galvanized
iron turnbuckles.

Blocks

There will be approved galvanized iron strapped
lignum-vitae roller bushed blocks with compo-
sition sheaves as required by sail plan. Main
sail blocks, size 4^ inches; head sail blocks
4 inches.

Running Rigging

All indicated running rigging, including neces-
sary halyards, sheets and down hauls, to be of

the best quality four-strand cordage, sizes and
lengths to conform to requirements of plan. All
details of running rigging to be comp.-te m
every respect, with neatly turned splices in same
and ends properly whipped. Lengths sufricient

to properly handle all parts. Main sail running
rigging 1^ inches C. Headsail running rigging
IJ4 inches C.

Sails

There will be a mainsail, forestaysail and jib
of approved cotton duck made by Briggs &
Beckman of New Bedford, Mass., or other ap-
proved maker, in accordance with the standard
practice. Mainsail and forestaysail to be of 12-

ounce duck, the jib to be of 10-ounce duck. All
sails cross cut, with indicated reefs. The head
of mainsail to be laced through standard lacing
eyes and the foot on boom with wire lace hne
through eyes as required. There will be 12-ounce
khaki duck covers for all sails, also suitable stops
for furling.

Painting and Varnishing

The entire inferior of hull, below decks where
not exposed, before being ceiled, will be given
two coats of red lead and oil. The bottom below
painted waterLine (see sail plan) will be given
one coat of red lead and two coats of light green
non-fouling bottom paint. The top sides will be
finished in yacht white, with coats sufllicient to
give a satisfactory surface. The decks, pit floor-
ing and staving, will be given three coats or
light tan color deck paint. The spars and all

mahogany woodwork on deck will be finished in
varnish. All pine and oak below, including inner
sides of trunk and beams, will be finished satis
factorily in enamel white and all mahogany in\
terior woodwork will be finished in varnish.

Caulking and Payin^,

All seams in planking, cockpit flooring, etc.,
to be properly caulked with coUon, run with
paint and payed with white lead putty.

Trial Trip

There will be a trial trip under the direction
of the owner or his representative, and all de-
tails must be approved prior to final acceptance.

Equipment

There will be supplied and properly fitted, the
following equipment items

:

2 Complete pipe berths, rigged for use where
indicated, each with mattress pad as required by

1 Pair of leatherwove covered and silk floss
filled cushions for transoms in cabin.

6 Jacket life preservers.

I Pyrene fire extinguisher.

1 Set regulation oil burning galvanized run-
ning lights wath light boards and details as re-
quired.

1 Fog horn.

2 Copies of the pilot rules.

1 Canvas bucket.

1 Deck swab.

2 Cylindrical cork fenders 24x5 inches with
lanyards.

4 Dock lines each 7 fathoms.

1 Galvanized kedge anchor 45 pounds.
1 Galvanized kedge anchor 75 pounds.

1 Manila cable 35 fathoms, three-strand Manila
216 inches C.

1 Manila cable 40 fathoms, three-strand Manila
ZYz inches C.

1 Set of anchor chocks as required.

In General

It is the intention of these specifications that
the yacht shall be complete in all ways and ready
for service when delivered. Prior to delivery
the bilges, closets, and all pockets shall ' be
cleaned of sawdust, shavings, etc., and all items
of fittings and equipment shall be in perfect work-
ing order. The builder shall properly fit for

service' all items of metal work, plumbing and
rigging hereinbefore mentioned.
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Eclipse, a Hand 40-Foot Express Cruiser

Outboard profile of Eclipse

of a type whu
of efficiency, a

cessor of this

probably the
respon

NOW all you speed motor
boatmen, here is your
chance. The variety of

boats for which we are publish-

ing the plans is complete. We
have had little boats, big boats,

runabouts, cruisers, and auxil-

iaries. Here is a brand new one.

Eclipse is an express cruiser of

the utmost refinement and most
up-to-the-minute features. In

40 "feet of length Mr. Hand has

succeeded in securing every de-

sirable advantage of the much
larger boats. Complete accom-
modations are provided for

cruising with four or more per-

sons and the necessary facilities

are ample to care for the full

personnel with every comfort.

This boat follows along the lines developed by the famous

express cruiser Flyaway HI. This cruiser established many
.enviable records in competitions of all sorts. Long-distance

races had no terrors for it. Inland waters, or the op^n

Atlantic, it was all the same. Flyaway was always on deck

and most generally the first to finish.

Our cruiser this' month follows the conventional V-bottom

practice developed by Mr. Hand. The sections have been

designed to give the maximum of speed and seaworthiness

for the minimum power installed. Working on the theory

that the outside deck and cockpit space is the portion of the

boat which the majority of boatmen use the most, this

design has been particularly developed to allow the utmost

possible outdoor space. The interior has not been ne-

glected, however, in order to accomplish this. The ar-

rangement inside is as follows: Storage for lines and

deck gear is arranged in the forepeak. A roomy lava-

tory comes next with a pair of good sizable wardrobe
closets close by. The cabin proper is fitted with a pair

of sliding transom berths which afford ample '
sleeping

accommodation. Some more closets are provided just adja-

cent to the galley compartment. This is completely equipped

with stove, refrigerator, sink, dishracks and all necessary

fittings.

This Is What Mr. Hand Says About Eclipse

ife, sane, and wholesome motor cruiser

;h has been developed to a high degree
nd is exceedingly popular. The prede-

; V-Bottom is the old "Flyaway 111,"

first real express cruiser, and a boat
- a marked change in the development

i the express cruiser type.
The arrangement is one which seems to use the

space to best advantage. The cabin provides sleeping
accommodations for four with adequate toilet and
galley. The cockpit is large, and there is plenty of

deck space. The average motor boat user spends at least

75 per cent, of total time on board in cockpit or on
deck, therefore, it is believed that sufficient deck
space and cockpit room is quite as desirable as the
maximum sleeping accommodations, something which
is frequently overlooked in planning small cruisers.

With the power plant designated, this little cruiser
will maintain a speed in excess of twenty miles, and be
able to go anywhere along the coast in t"

months quite as safely, and far faster, than
average boat. WM. H. HAND, JR.

The motor selected for this

boat is a model F. S. six-cylin-

der Sterling which is compactly
installe(j under the bridge-deck
floor and just aft of the after-

cabin bulkhead. Plenty of room
is provided on all sides in order
to allow of easy access to all

parts of the motor and also to

give it some breathing space. A
motor which is hidden away in

an inaccessible corner is ne-
glected and when it is treated

this way its usefulness is soon
impaired or destroyed altogether.

Roomy seats are provided on
each side of the bridge-deck

space for the operator and some
guests to remain comfortably
seated while the boat is under

way, and a further seat the full width of the after end of the

cockpit makes an ideal place to sit and snooze while the boat

drives along at a merry clip.

Again the question arises whether the construction of a

boat of this size can be successfully undertaken by the ama-
teur builder. It is our opinion that this boat is just a little

too large for any but a competent and thoroughly skilled

mechanic. Forty feet does not sound very big but when
it is necessary to fasten forty feet of planking up and
down the lengths of a boat of this size it seems to be more
nearly 400 feet long. And rivets ; there is no end to the num-
ber required. A properly equipped boat shop with several

good mechanics can make short work of a job of this kind

but the poorly equipped amateur builder had better pass this

one up. . Of course, there are a few amateur builders who
are in a distinct class by themselves. Men with a hobby for

boat-building and construction, who delight in work of this

kind and play at it at every opportunity. These men cannot

be properly classed with the amateur builder. Their skill

and proficiency is in many cases in excess of that possessed

by professional workers.

The frame of this boat will be most substantial and

rugged. Steam-bent frames will be used, spaced nine inches

on centers with heavy planking to finish not less than one

Arrangement plan for 4Q-foot Hand Express Cruiser Eclipse
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forward

Interior joinerwork

Ceiling ; There will be ^x2J^-inch chamfered white pine ceil^

ing, in forward cabin, toilet room, and galley. There will be no
ceiling in the motor compartjnent. The inner sides of planking,
frames, etc., where exposed, will be neatly finished and properly
enameled white.

Flooring: All compartments to be floored with rift sawed
Georgia pine, J4x3 inches, laid on suitable floor bridges. Center
sections to be arranged to be removable and flooring around
motor to be removable in sections.

Doors : All indicated doors to be strongly made of material
to match compartment finish, with neat panels, hung in suitable

mahogany casings on suitable brass butts with neat knobs and
catches.

Forward Cabin : To be arranged as indicated with a toilet

room in forward end, two transoms with closets on forward end
extending to deck.

Closets at aft end to

have shelf tops of ma-
hogany wjith neat rails

around same. Closet
doors on inboard
sides. Transom fronts
to be as indicated,

with drop panels.
Shelf tops, turned col-

umns, door casing,and
small trim will be of
mahogany. Transom
fronts, toilet room,
closets and bulkheads
will be finished in

white pine, properly
enameled white.

Galley: To be ar-

ranged as indicated
with sink and dresser,

with lockers under on
port side. Starboard
side arranged with
stove platform and ice

chest under. Ice chest
will have a zinc-lined

ice compartment at

top provided with
suitable air - circulat-

ing spaces to food
compartment below.

iB'ood compartment to be of white spruce finished in shellac,

puitable drain of j4-inch lead pipe from ice compartment ar-
ranged to lead directly overboard about on painted waterline.
Motor Room : To be arranged as indicated under bridge deck

with fresh-water tank on port side and cylinder oil tank on star-

board side.

Steps : Steps to forward cabin to be of mahogany with rubber
treads and nosings.

Miscellaneous : All removable hatches or floor sections to be
fitted with suitable brass lifting rings of flush type. The builder
will supply and properly fit all necessary hardware of brass, to
include door butts, catches, locks, drawer-
pulls and all minor items as required and
approved. Door-knobs in cabin to be ol

approved pattern brass.
Awnings : To be as indicated, with

stanchions of ^-inch brass pipe supported
by indicated bronze sockets. Awning beams
of oak Y^xZYz inches, attached to stanchions
by indicated bronze castings. Battens of
spruce, J4x2 inches. Tops of 8-ounce khaki
canvas.

Metal Work

Rudder : To be of manganese bronze,
Hand Pattern No. 424. The head of stock
will be finished square. A suitable iron
emergency tiller will be supplied to properly
engage same.

Steering Gear: There will be a chain and
sprocket steerer fitted with an 18-inch wheel
of proper height, to conform with plan,
properly fitted where indicated. Same to be
all brass with mahogany wheel rim with
usual motor controls. To be properly con-
nected r with rudder quadrant by j^-inch
diameter phosphor bronze tiller rope, led
over suitable 4-insh sheaves and through
suitable guides as required, and fitted with
turnbuckles to take up slack.

Strut : To be a bronze casting with a flax^
lined bearing.

Outboard Bearing: There will be a bronze

flax-lined bearing as indicated where shaft leaves hull.

Air Ports : To be four 7-inch air ports on each side of raised
freeboard. To be of approved make, with hinged part inside of
hull, with sleeves projecting through to outside. All metal parts.

to be neatly polished and fitted in the best manner.
Stuffing Box : There will be a Mechanical Devices Co., Pat-

tern K. S., shaftlog, to fit shaft, or equal, fastened in place
securely as indicated.

Guard Trim : The indicated guard rails are to be faced out-
side with %-inch half-oval brass for entire length. The ribband
at top of raised freeboard shall be trimmed with half-oval brass,

Vs inch.

Hardware : The builder is to supply and properly fit all nec-
essary deck hardware of polished brass, including bow and stern

chocks, bow and stern flagstaff sockets, cleats, deck plates, com-
panion locks of approved sizes ; and all other minor items neces-

sary to complete the hull in a workmanlike manner.

Motor and Instatlation

There will be a six-cylinder Model F S Sterling motor, complete
with reverse gear, electric starter arid generator, shaft, propeller

and all parts to make a complete installation. To be properly in-

stalled by the builder as will be directed by the architect. All

motor controls to be led to the bridge as required, with a suitable

brass lever for reverse gear control and all details to be strictly

in accordance with the best practice. All water piping shall be
of brass, valves and fittings as required. All gasoline will be
piped through ^-inch soft copper tubing with approved valves

and strainer as required. To be fed to carburetor by air pressure

supplied by pump on motor. The exhaust will be piped from
manifold through indicated 3-inch galvanized fittings to indi-

cated flange coupling. From flange coupling through stern the

exhaust will be led through 3-inch outside diameter No. 18 copper
tubing. Tee next to manifold tapped for 1-inch pipe for circulat-

ing water discharge. All circulating water discharges through ex-

haust. Suitable valves to be supplied and properly fitted. Instru-

ments to be mounted on bulkhead forward of steerer._ There
will be a Reliance Tachometer, or equal, completely installed.

Gasoline Tanks : Under the cockpit there will be two seamlesb

tinned steel tanks, or equal, 16 inches diameter by 96 inches long,

each with three transverse swash plates, standard filling plugs

and ^-inch up-feed-tube and >i;inch air tap. Tanks to be supr

ported "in strong cradles, as indicated. Fillers will be piped to

indicated 2-inch brass de-ck plates.

Water Tank : There will be a fresh-water tank under bridge

deck on port side of 18-ounce tin-lined copper, arranged to fill

from deck and properly connected to lavatory and galley sink

with '5^-inch brass pipe. Tank to have suitable swash plates.

Dimensions, 46x12x18 inches deep. Capacity, about 43 gallons.

Sections at Station 6 and through
cockpit of Eclipse



Oil Tank : There will be a cylinder oil tank properly set and
connected. Same will have outlet piped to motor with ^-inch
brass pipe and necessary controlling valves. To be arrangedto
fill from deck. Tank to be located ot) starboard side of engine
compartment. Difnensions, 12x24 inches.

Toilet-Room Plumbing : In toilet room there will be a folding

lavatory properly connected for service. There will be a water
closet where shown, properly connected with discharge and sup-

ply sea cocks. There will be a suitable nickel-plated towel rod,

glass holder and paper box as required, also an approved mirror
on bulkhead over lavatory.

Galley Sink: There will be an enameled iron .sink 12x16
inches in galley, where indicated, properly installed with suitable

drain overboard.
Galley Pump : There will be an all-brass galley pump properly

installed and connected with fresh-water tank.

Electric Lights

The motor equipment will include one electric storage battery.

The builder will supply and properly fit and connect with batter-

ies, which will be installed in motor compartment, as will be
directed (with properly concealed wiring), the following brass

electric light fixtures. In forward cabin, four lights of suitable

pattern ; in toilet, one light ; in galley, two lights ; in motor room,
two lights and one exploring light with- 10-foot cord and sockets.

The builder will also supply a complete set of extra lamp bulbs,

a set of electric running lights of size required by United States

laws, together with the necessary plug wires and plugs to fit

sockets, ready for. use. Note: The bow light and side lights will

be built up of mahogany light boards and fresnal glass.

Painting

Above indicated painted waterline, the topsides, including
guards, are to be finished in required number of coats of the

best white lead paint to give a satisfactory finish. Below water-
line, the hull is to be finished with two coats of approved green
non-fouling bottom paint, over one coat of red lead. There will

be a dark green boot-top stripe, V/z inches wide, between top
and bottom paints, as indicated by the plan. Canvas deck cover-
mg to be painted with three coats of deck paint, DeVoe's D tan
or equal. The name and port to be put on stern in 3-inch plain
block gold-leaf- letters. All parts of hull, where not exposed fo

view, to be painted with two coats of red lead and oil. Exposed
surfaces to be finished properly as hereinbefore mentioned.
Other exposed parts of hull, including trimmings, bridge seats,

rails, hatches, decks and companionway, to be finished bright
with one coat of wood filler and three coats of the best marine
spar varnish, properly applied in the usual manner. All interior

mahogany to have "egg-shell" finished varnish properly applied

Rail stanchions will be enameled a neat approved color, and all
flooring to be finished in varnish.

Miscellaneous

Deck Chocks : The builder will supply and properly fit the
necessary mahogany chocks on forward deck to properly hold
service anchor.
Boarding Steps : There will be a pair of regulation mahogany

boarding steps, with necessary metal work of brass, to engage
sockets on both starboard and port sides, as required. The
treads will be covered with corrugated rubber, nosings will be
of rubber. There will be the usual white canvas back trim, as
required.

Bilge Pump : There will be an approved hand bilge pump,
properly fitted as required, to pump all compartments.

Eciuipment

The builder will supply and fit the following items of equip-
ment :

2 Transom cushions for forward cabin with approved Fabri-
koid coverings, or equal, and filled with best silk floss.

2 Silk floss filled tan Fabrikoid, or equal, covered cushion for
bridge seats, and one cockpit seat cushion to match.

1 Pyrene fire extinguisher and bracket.
1 Tachometer complete, as manufactured by Nelson Instru-
ment Co., of Boston, Mass., or equal.

1 Brass fog bell.

1 S-inch spirit cotnpass mounted in brass skylight binnacle.
1 Brass electric Klaxon.
1 Brass mounted boat hook.
4 Cylindrical cork fenders, 4 inches diameter.
6Jacket life preservers
1 Ea(;h, covers for steerer, binnacle, Klaxon, skylight, and
cowl ventilator.

1 Each, deck swab, deck bucket, scrub brush, fog horn, and
broom.

1 35-pound galvanized kedge anchor.
1 65-pound galvanized kedge anchor.

2 Suitable manila cables, about 35 fathoms long each
4 Dock hues, each 8 fathoms, 21-thread manila.
1 Set of motor tools as supplied by motor manufacturers
2 Copies of U. S. Pilot Rules.
2 Copper squirt cans for oil.

In General
Before the boat is dehvered, the bilges, all pockets closetsand compartments must be cleaned and freed from all dirt shav-

ings, saw-dust, etc. It is to be clearly understood that the boat
IS to be delivered complete in all ways, ready for use, with allmachinery, lights, pumps and other details properly adjusted.
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Outboard profile

of Magnet

Magnet, a Hand 28-Foot Cruiser
Designed by JVni. H. Hand, Ii

ely for MoToR BoatinG

yi LL aboard ! Now that vacation
/-% time is here and rapidly be-
* -"-coming a memory, it is well

for those of us who had to sit on

the club porch and watch the' other

fellow have the good times to con-

sider plans for a boat of our own.
This series of plans from the draw-
ing-boards of Wm. H.' Hand, Jr., are

designed with the particular object in

view of encouraging those of us who
wish .to own a boat to undertake its

construction from well-studied and
properly executed designs. The
proper design of a boat is more than

half of its future success. Stand on

the banks of any .river in the country and watch the pro-

cession of boats as they pass. How many of these were

sponsored by a competent designer. One can tell without

a second glance all those that were just built by hit-and-miss

methods. Notice the difference when 'a properly designed

[and kept boat appears.

Everything is in its proper place and where it was in-

tended to go by its designer. The engine is located so that

the boat trims properly. She is not down by the head,

neither does the bow aim at the sky; rather, the trim is

'properly proportioned so that the boat is correct in all

particulars.

The arrangement of the boat is in general similar to other

small boats of this type. A pair of transom berths forward,

with the customary galley and ice-bo.x amidships, followed

by the motor under a raised cockpit floor just aft of the

'cabin bulkhead. The cockpit is roomy and of ample sizf.

The seats have been purposely omitted in order that more

P"OR the man with moderate means who
^ desires a smart^up-to-date cruiser that
will give a good account of itself in rough
or smooth water, this design should make
a favorable impression.

There is ample cockpit room for day
trip





Arrangement and con-

strncUon sections of
Magnet

Specifications

for 28-Foot V-Bottom Cruiser Magnet
Designed by JVm. H. Hand, Jr., N.A.

Dimensions

Length, overall, 28 feet; beam, extreme, 8 feet 6 inches;

draft, extreme, 2 feet 10 inches.

Materials

To be strictly first class in every respect, also suitable, and
all fastenings to be secure and complete.

Frame

Keel : To be of white oak, sided 3 inches, molded as

sh6wn.
Filler : To be of white oak, sided 3 inches, molded as

shown.
Apron ; To be of clear, straight-grained oak or Georgia

pine 2% X 5 inches, securely fastened to shoe and filler

with J'g-inch galvanized bolts, through ,heavy floor timbers
under motor, and %-inch bolts through all other floors.

To be properly beveled to receive garboard strake of
planking.

Stem: To be of two pieces of oak or hackmatack,
scarphed and bolted as indicated. To be rabbeted for plank-
ing and bearded to carry out all lines of same above L. W. L.,

except at head, which is to be finished square with a y^-'mch
brass half-round stem band extending from top of head

to a point about 2 feet aft
'"^ ^ '"' --'^^

^j- £pj.g gj^jj q£ Y^aterline
"'".""'

and neatly filed to show
as narrow face as prac-

tical at and near L.W.L.
Stem to be sided 3 mches and molded as indicated.

Stern : To be framed, as indicated, cut on radius of

5 feet; center to be supported by 3J^ -inch hackmatack
knees, as indicated, with four vertical cleats 2j4xiJ/2
inches, spacea as shown, and ij^x 3-inch oak reinforcing

pieces around edges to form backing for planking fasten-

ines Side, deck and bottom planking to run by edges of

transom in usual manner. Transom double planked with

white cedar, total thickness Ys inch.

Frames: There will be bent frames spaced 9 inches on

centers formed as shown by cross-section plans. Alternate

frames under motor-beds to be I x i>4-inch white oak. All

other frames to be i x ij^-inch white oak. Heels of frames

under motor-beds to be tied together with ij4-inch oak

floor timbers, which set on top of same, all other frames

to be tied at heels with lyi-'mch. oak floor timbers. Frames
to have pine fillers of the same width at bilge angles as

shown. Heels of frames boxed into apron.

Chines : To be of Georgia pine, in two parts, as indicated

by plan! Both parts to run full length of hull in single

lengths. Inner members to be 1^x4 inches, set as shown
and properly beveled. Outer member of Georgia pine ij4 ^

2j4 inches to form square caulking seam, fastened securely

to inner member with 2-inch No. 14 brass screws, spaced

12 inches. Inner member to be securely fastened to each

frame with two No. 9 copper wire nails through planking

chine and frame.

Clamps : Main clamps to be of Georgia pine i x 3 inches,

PI
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Magnet, a Hand 28-Foot Cruiser

Planking

To be of the best grade white Vir-

ginia' cedar to finish % inch thick in

strakes about 5 inches wide amidships

in topsides, with proper taper at ends.

To be fastened through bent frames

with ^-inch copper wire nails, riveted

over copper burrs. Seams to be caulked

with cotton, run with paint and payed

with white-lead putty. All fastenings

to be properly let in and bunged with

white-pine bungs. To be thoroughly

planed and sand-papered to give a per-

fectly smooth finish.

Decking

Raised freeboard deck to be of

^ X 2j4-inch matched v^rhite pine or

spruce fastened into deck beams with

i>4-inch galvanized boat nails with

heads let in. This deck to be planed

smooth, heads of nails covered with

putty and covered with a single piece

.of lo-ounce duck, layed in thick paint

or marine glue and ironed down into

place with hot flat irons. Edges to be

hauled down over sides and neatly

tacked where same will be covered by

ribband rail when in position. Flaps

to be left around all deck openings, to

be turned up on inner side of coamings

when in position. Main deck, bridge

deck and cockpit flooring to be of white

pine ^ X 2 inches, with bunged fasten-

ings. Seams to be caulked with cotton,

run with paint and payed with Jeffrey's

black marine glue. Plank sheers in

main deck to be of oak or mahogany

Section at

frame 3

J^ X 3J^ inches as indi-

cated. There will be a

removable hatch in

bridge deck over motor.

Deck Joinerwork

Ribband Rails: Guard rail to be of

mahogany iK^i inches, formed as

indicated and set as shown by profile

plan. To be bung-fastened into place

with brass screws. Upper and lower

ribband rails to be_ixiK-in?h ma-

hogany or oak of indicated section and

faced with 3X-inch half-oval brass frotn

end to end. Ribband tapered forward

and at stern.

Cockpit: To be. formed, as indi-

cated, with staving at sides and ends

of J^ x 2>^-inch matched chamfered

edge white pine or mahogany grained

into oak coamings on cockpit floor.

Joints to be set in varnish, to be as

nearly water-tight as possible. There

will be a flush-type hatch in cockpit

flooring, as shown, trimmed with

i/i6x i><-inch hard brass fastened to

cover seam when hatch is closed. All

indicated facings to be of mahogany.
Companionway ; There will be a ma-

hogany companionw-ay entrance from

bridge deck to cabin where shown.

Same to be of the slide type, slide rails

of ij4-inch stock, with suitable ledge

for beam ends. Slide top to be of

% x 3-inch mahogany with splined

seams. Doors to be neatly paneled,

hung on suitable all-brass butts at sides

and provided with proper all-brass

knobs and catches for locking.

Hand Rails : Neatly made mahogany
hand rails to be fitted where indicated

by the plans. Same to be about 2yi
inches high of the usual pattern, in

accordance with
plan. .^^^.^^.^^.

Bitts: Oak quar- ^^yy^<^^ja

ter bitts 3x3 inches "^"^

to be fitted prop-

erly where indicated. Same to be

neatly finished and properly provided

with i/i, x 9-inch brass bitt pins. There

will be a Hand pattern, 3-inch brass

bitt head on forward deck as indicated.

Skylight : There will be a mahogany
skylight on forward deck, as indicated.

. Interior Joinerwork

Ceiling: There will be no ceiling,

except as required for lockers,, etc.

Flooring: Cabin and around motor

to be floored with rift-sawed Georgia

pine, ^ X 3 inches, layed on suitable

floor bridges. Center section in main

cabin to be arranged to be removable

and flooring around motor to be re-

movable in sections.

Bulkh^ds: All indicated bulkheads

to be of j4x2i/4-inch matched cham-

fered edge white pine. There will be

partial bulkheads at fore and aft ends

of indicated transoms extending from

flooring to deck. On the inboard edges

of these bulkheads will be turned ma-

hogany columns, ij4 inches in diameter,

rabbeted neatly on to bulkhead, as indi-

cated. Bulkhead from bridge deck to

cabin top to be of J^ x2>^-inch matched

chamfered edge mahogany or white

pine, as required.

Doors: Companionway doors to be

,of j4-inch mahogany with neat flat

panels hung in suitable mahogany
casings and suitable brass hinges with

neat knobs and catches.

Toilet Room: Toilet room, located

as shown, to be finished in white pine.

To be fitted with water closet with ma-
hogany seat and cover, and. all nickel-

plated trimmings. To be properly in-

stalled with discharge and supply sea

cocks, as recommended by the manu-
facturers of the closet. There will

also be a mahogany folding lavatory,

as shown, properly connected.

Main Cabin : All pine to be finished

in white and all mahogany trimmings

in varnish. Transoms to be of white
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pine with

.„^ ,,„^ mahog any
--"„'""" facings ar-

ranged a s

indicated. Sections in tops of tran-

som to be made removable to allow

of using space below for storage.

Galley : To be located at aft end

of cabin, to be arranged with a sink

and dresser with shelves under on port

side, where indicated. Stove platform

on starboard side to be arranged to

properly fit a two-burner Pyro alcohol

stove, which is to be supplied by the

builder and properly fitted in place. All

woodwork under stove and adjacent to

same to be neatly sheathed with 18-

ounce copper. Space below stove for

ice-chest. Ice-chest to be built of two
thicknesses. Inside sheathing to be of

yi X 3-inch tongue and groove white

pine, with ice compartment at top and

food compartment below. Ice compart-

ment tp be lined with sheet zinc, and
refrigerating compartment to be shel-

lacked. Outside sheathing to be of

tongue and groove beveled edge white

pine, finished in paint. Doors to be of

white pineof regular ice-chest pattern. A
i-inch dead air space to be left between'

the two thicknesses of sheathing form-

ing ice-chest and filled with mineral

wool. Ice compartment fitted with suit-

able drain to lead water overboard.

Finish to be in pine, painted white. A
white enamel sink 12 x 12 inches to be

fitted in dresser, where indicated, with

suitable drain overboard and pump to

fresh water tank.

Miscellaneous : Indicated steps in

cabin to be of ;^4-'nch mahogany, with

rubber-covered treads and brass nos-

ings. All details of interior joinerwork

to be complete and in accordance with

the best practice.

Metal Work
Rudder: To be of bronze. Hand

pattern No. 356-H. There will be a
galvanized emergency tiller fitted to

square head of rudder stock so ar-



ranged for steering boat through deck

plate over rudder stock.

Steering Gear : There will be a 17-inch

wheel, scored drum 'cruiser steerer of

proper height to conform with plan, prop-

erly fitted where indicated. Same to have
all parts, of brass with maple mahogany
wheel rim and usual wheel motor controls.

To be properly connected with rudder
quadrant by 5/16-inch diameter phosphor
bronze tiller rope, led over suitable 3-inch

sheaves.
Strut.: To be a bronze casting Hand

pattern No. 473, to include strut and skeg

m one piece with flax lining in, hub. Se-

curely bolted to hull with six 5^-inch bonze
bolts with nuts on inner side of apron and
to shoe with six 5/16-inch bronze bolts.

Heads countersunk in plates.

Air Ports : To be four S-inch air ports

on each side of main cabin, eight ports in

all. To be of Wilcox-Crittenden Co.'s

make or equal, with hinged part on inside

of hull, with sleeve projecting through to

outside. All metal parts to be -neatly pol-

ished and fitted in the best manner.
Stuffing Box : To be a Mechanical De-

vices Co. pattern K.S. shaftlog, fastened
in place with lJ/2-inch No. 14 brass screws.

Miscellaneous : Builder to supply and
properly fit all necessary deck hard\yare
of polished bronze, including bow and
stern' chocks, bow and stern flag- staff

sockets, cleats, companion locks and all

other minor items necessary to complete
the work in a workmanlike manner:

Motor Installation
Sterling motor, . complete with its re-

verse gear, shaft, propeller and all parts,
tank and piping, is to be properly installed
by the- builder at his own expense and to
the satisfaction of the owner. All controls
to be led to bridge deck, and all details to
be strictly right in accordance with the
best practice. Builder to supply all pip-
ing, tubing, valves' and fittings.

Plumbing
Gasoline Tanks : Under the cockpit

floor at sides there w^ill be two seamless
tinned jteel tanks or equal 14 inches diam-
eter x 72 inches long,- each with three
transverse swash plates, standard filling

plugs and gasoline outlciS. Tanks to be
supported in strong spruce cradles as in-

dicated. In deck over filler plugs, there
will be 2-inch diameter flush brass deck
plates with brass pipe connecting to open-
ing in tank.

Water Tank: There will be a fresh-
water tank of 18-oz. tinned-lined copper
where shown. Same to be 16 inches x 16
inches x 30 inches fitted with suitable

swash plates. To have 1^4 -inch deck plate
piped to tank and j4-inch "outlet bushing.
To be properly connected by brass pipe
to the galley pump.

Cylinder Oil Tank : There will be a
seamless tinned steel tank for cylinder
©il, 12 inches x 24 inches on starboard
side where shown. Tank to have two
transverse swash plates. To be piped to
base of engine with suitable brass pipe.

All tanks to be rigidly fastened in spruce

cradles.

Scuppers: Suitable IJ^-inch lead scup-

per pipes fitted in four corners of cockpit

neatly flanged and fitted in usual manner.
Suitable leather valve of usual pattern to

be fitted over outboard ends.

Painting, Etc.

Above indicated painted waterline shown
in the profile plan, the top sides are to be
finished in four coats of the best white

lead paint. Below- waterline, the hull is

to be finished with two coats of good non-
fouling bottom paint over one coat of red

lead.' Canvas deck covering to be painted

with three coats of straw color deck paint.

The name and port to be put on stern in

o-irich plain gold leaf letters. All interior

pine woodwork and hull sides to be fin-

ished with three coats of the best flat

white lead paint. Entire interior of hull,

below chine to be given one good coat of
red lead and oil. All other parts of hull,

including rails, -de'cks, cockpit, companion

v/ay and mahogany inside trimmings to be
finished bright, with one coat of wood
filler and three coats of the best marine
spar varnish, properly applied in the usual
manner.

Supplied Items
The builder is to supply at his own ex-

pense the following items

:

1 8-inch brass fog bell with bracket.

1 Pyrene fire extinguisher or equal
(brass).

1 Complete set of brass running lights.

2 Copies of U. S. pilot rules.

4 Jacket life preservers.
2 Silk floss-filled and Fabrikoid-cov-

ered cushions for cabin transoms.
1 Each : broom, mop, scrub brush, and

fibre bucket.

1 2S-lb. galv. kedge anchor.
• 1 40-lb. galv. kedge anchor.
30 -fathoms 2-inch cir. three-.strand

nianila cable.

30 fathoms 2j/^-inch cir. three-straiid
manila cable.

1 Brass cylindrical boat pump.
2 Flag staffs of selected spruce.

1 Khaki canvas curtain between toilet

room and cabin.

In General
The hull must be constructed under a

suitable housing to protect it while in

process of construction. Before the boat
is delivered the bilges, all pockets, closets
and compartments must be cleaned and
freed from all dirt, shavings, sawdust, etc.

It is to be clearly understood that all

materials and workmanship of every de-
scription shall be in general acco'rdance
with the plans and specifications, and that
all work not specified herein, but, that is

shown on the drawings or is manifestly
necessary to complete the boat in a work-
manlike manner, is to be done Without
extra charge. All work must be done to
the satisfaction of the owner and under
his direction or his duly. authorized repre-
sentative. The boat is to be delivered com-
plete in all ways, ready for use.
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Tornado, a Hand 45-Foot Auxiliary Schooner
Designed by William H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

FOR those who want deep-water sailing, we commend
the plans of Tornado, published herewith. She is a real

boat for real sailormen. A ship in every sense of the

word, embodying all the good fea-

tures and qualities of larger Vessels.

Just the thing for general cruising

with ample cabin and deck space.

She is easily handled by two men and
therefore will not require a large

crew. Substantial enough and safe

enough to take her' proud owner
anywhere he chooses to go. She is

just under 45 feet long, 12 feet 6>4
inches beam, and almost 5 feet draft.

The construction of Tornado is

heavy and substantial throughout.
Her frames are of \vhite oak spaced

9 inches apart. Planking of Oregon
pine is to finish not les? than i^
inches thick. A heavy cast iron keel

casting, weighing a ton and a half, is

attached to the bottom of the keel.

In addition, ballast composed of lead

pigs and several tons of concrete
made up with steel plate punchings
will be added on the inside to in-,

crease the stability.

Tprnado, being a heavily built boat, is entirely beyond the

range of the amateur builder. It will take the facilities of a
well-equipped boat-yard to turn out a boat of this kind.

The accommodations are ample and complete for a large
party. Pipe berths in the forecastle take care of the crew
while the main cabin has folding
transom berths to accommodate
four more persons. A very com- Tt
plete galley equipped with all

conveniences is also pro-
vided. A regular stove, a
large refrigerator, a size-

able sink and plenty of
cupboard and locker
space.

The engine is given
a compartment by
itself and is one
of the heavy-
duty fuel -oil

READ WHAT MR. HAND SAYS
ABOUT TORNADO

The auxilitiry schooner is rapidly-

growing in popularity, for the typo is

one which has probably more to recom-
mend it to those who desire to cruise

than any other type now in use.

This little ship is, in size and lines,

right for general cruising, as she is

sufficiently large to give excellent cabin

and deck space, also small enough to

be easily handled by two men under
almost any conditions.

She is powered with 'an oil engine
rather than geisoline to eliminate the

gasoline hazard and to provide a re-

liable, efficient power plant which may
be operated very economically.

WM. H. HAND, JR.

engines of the Diesel variety. Horsepowers from 20 to 30
will be suitable to enable Tornado to make port corhfortably

in case of a calm Additional pipe berths are also provided
in the engine-room to take care of
two additioiial persons. The total

sleeping accommodations accordingly
is sufficient therefore to provide for

from ten to twelve people without
undue crowding.

Fuel is carried in a large tank un-
der the cockpit floor and enough is

carried to insure freedom from
worry on this score.

The cockpit from which the boat
is steered and handled is roomy and
big enough to accommodate the en-
tire crew.

Complete specifications and infor-
mation to cpmplete the construction
of Tornado are given on the follow-
ing pages.

Plans and specifications of all

boats in this series printed previ-
ously include: January—Edith, a
15-foot runabout; February—Jane,
an 18-foot runabout; March—Kath-
arine, a 30- foot cruiser; April

—

Dorothy, a 25-foot runabout; May—Zenith, a 25-foot
rruiser; June—Cyclone, a i6-foot auxiliary; July—Eclipse,

"'
40 - foot express cruiser

;

August—Margaret, a 28-

foot cruiser.

In addition to the 45-
foot schooner Tornado,
there are still to be
published plans for

21-foot runabout,
36-foot cruiser,

and a 28-foot run-
about.

Outboard profile and
sail plan of Tornado
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Interior arrangement plan of Tornado, the Hand Au.xiliars) Schooner

bearded to carry out all lines of same. To be properly scarphed

as indicated and securely bolted.

Shaft Log: To be of white oak, molded 9^4 inches and sided

to conform with lines, To have shaft hole 2yi inches in diam-

eter and to be securely bolted in place, .with yellow metal bolts

alongside shaft hole.

Deadwood : To be of white oak to conform with plans, very

securely bolted, i

Horn Timber : To be of white oak, sided 9 inches and molded
and tapered as required by plan, and securely bolted through

shaft log.

Stern : To be of well-seasoned white oak in six or seven cross

strakes, bent to form on radius of IS feet. To be supported by

indicated 6-inch hackmatack knee in center with 3-inch white

oak back rabbet pieces to take fastenings and to have intermediate

oak cleats about 2x3 inches, • spaced in center of each half of

stern. There will be oak quarter knees as required by plans.

Plank ends to form miter with transom in approved manner.

Frames : To be of white oak, 2x25^ inches, steamed and bent

to form, spaced 9 inches on centers. Heels set in mortises in

keel and securely fastened.

Floor Timbers: On all frame heels, there will be floor tim-

bers of 2-3^-inch white oak, sawn to form. To be securely bolted

to keel and through frame heels on top of which they are to be

placed.

Mast Steps : To be of white oak, molded 3}^ inches and sided

12 inches. To be jogged into floors and securely bolted in place

by bolts into floor timbers.

Beam Clamps : To be of Georgia or Oregon pine, 2x7 inches,

set as shown, extending full length of hull and securely bolted

through, each frame head with 7/16-inch galvanized bolts and
nuts, one in each frame crossed.

Shelf Clamps : There will be shelf clamps of Georgia or Ore-

gon pine, 2x4 inches, worked under deck beams from stem to

stern, securely bolted in place as specified for stringers and
clamps.

Bilge Stringers : On each side of hall there will be two bilge

stringers where indicated, same to be of Georgia or Oregon
pine, molded 2 inches and sided Syi inches, bolted through each

frame with one 7/16-inch bolt. Bolts spaced on alternate sides

of stringers with nuts inside. Stringers to extend from stem to

stern.

Motor Beds : To be of white oak, sided 3 inches and molded
as required by plan, to properly fit motor which will be supplied
by the owner. Beds will be accurately fitted to bear properly on
top of floor timbers, to which they are to be securely bolted.

Deck Beams : All deck beams are to be of white oak, sawn
to form with crown of 5 inches in 12 feet. Main deck beams
located where shown, will be sided 23/i inches and molded 4J4
inches. Auxiliary deck beams sided 2% inches and molded 3
inches. Short beams sided 2}4 inches and molded 3 inches, with
inboard ends halved into oak carlings, 2^/2x3 inches, to extend
from end to end of cabin trunks and to aft end of cockpit. Out-
board ends to be halved into deck beam clamps and securely

fastened.

Knees : There will be 2^-inch oak or hackmatack lodging

knees worked in deck frame abreast of foremast and mainmast
where indicated. There will also be 2j/^-inch oak or hackmatack
hanging knees on deck beams marked K.

Partners and Breasthook: There will be 2>^-inch oak partner

planks set as shown to take fore and mainmast. These will be
jogged into main deck beams and very securely bolted to beams
and to knees. There will be a 2^-inch breasthook aft of stem
where shown, securely bolted. There will be suitable oak rein-

forcing pieces under decking between beams at bitts, travellers

and all heavy fastenings.

Bitts : There will be a pair of white oak bitts 4x4 inches for-

ward where shown, set- to fit windlass and with heels securely

bolted to floor timber. There will be a pair of quarter bitts of

white oak 3j/2x3>4 inches aft, where shown, securely fastened in

place and fitted with 54xlO-inch brass cavels.

Cockpit Beams : To be of white oak, sided 2 inches and
molded 3^4 inches. Beams to have crown of 3 inches in 10 feet,

with ends securely bolted to frames.

Planking and Decking

Planking: To be of Oregon pine to finish not less than 1J4

inches thick, in as long and as narrow lengths as is practical to

run. In topsides no strake to be

over 5y2 inches in widest place.

All seams to show close on inside
^-^ with neat uniform caulking seams

Sectional views at

Stations 3, 7 and 12 <r,r^»^y^,^„
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Tornado, a Hand 45-Foot Auxiliary Schooner

Hatches; There will be hatches of white pine with oak frames and coam-
ings where shown. The fore hatch will have frame and coamings l^xlj4
inches, top of %x3-inch splined seam stock with four 6-inch deck lights

set in as shown. There will be a hatch in cockpit to match deck, same to

rest on a J^-inch oak coaming. To be bound by 1 J/^xl/16-inch flat brass
reinforced at corners.

Companionways: There will be two mahogany companionways with
standard type of slide rails of IJ/^-inch stock. Slide top of ^-inch stock
ivith splined seams fitted in the usual manner. There will be" neatly pan-
'cled vertical slide doors to lift up and out of place as required. Slide door
to motor room in two parts, lower, 1 foot wide.

Cockpit: The staving will be of ^gx2j/2-inch matched chamfered edge
-white pine gained into an oak coaming on cockpit floor with all joints as
Tiearjy watertight as possible. Staving will be sheathed outside above deck
with 5^-inch oak in single piece, neatly scarphed into aft end of aft trunk
as shown. Sheathing and staving to be securely fastened together. The
top will be finished by a neatly formed rabbeted white oak cap 1^4x2;^
inches. At aft end of pit there will be a ^-inch white pine box as indi-

cated to properly house gear.
Hand Rails: On top of cabin trunk, both sides,_ there will be neat

hajid rails of mahogany with tops of rails above deck about 2J4 inches.

"Sfetal Work

Iron Keel: There will be an iron keel in one casting to weigh about

3200 pounds and made in accordance with line plan. To be bolted securely

to keei by 1^-inch galvanized wrought iron bolts spaced as indicated and
set up with nuts on washers on top of keel. Bolt heads to be set flush in

bottom of keel.

Fastenings: All main backbone parts ar(

gether with suitable galvanized wrought iror

sizes to correspond properly with parts faster

also all floor timbers, steps and other parts,

be fastened with suitable galvanized bolts

fastened with 2^-inch round head blunt
;.^

. „
properly spaced as required. All butts will be made on oak blocks between
frames and ends of adjoining planks will be riveted thereto with suitable

galvanized iron rivets. The decking will be fastened with suitable galva-

nized iron boat nails and all other parts not herein mentioned are to be
fastened with suitable galvanized iron, secure and complete. The bolts

from horn timber and through shaft log alongside of shaft, will be of suit-

able yellow metal, as will be all other frame fastenings near propeller,

shaft and rudder stock.

Chain Plates: Chain plates will be of gaK'anized wrought iron J/$x2x24
inches, bolted to sides where indicated.

Travellers: For main sheet, there will be a 2-foot traveller of ^-inch
galvanized iron rod with ends carried through deck beam with nuts under.
There will be -^xd-inch diameter sheet brass plates on deck around ends.

The foresail sheet will have an 18-inch traveller of same construction.

a No. galvaniaed iron standard type Gypsy
forward bftts as indicated. Same to be com-
required.

11 be an Edson patent oscillating steerer, size
d iron steering wheel properly fitted for ser-

to be securely fastened to-

blunt bolts of usual type in

ed. All clamps and stringers,

in so far as is practical, will

d nuts. Ail planking will be
lint heavy galvanized boat nails.

Windlass: There will be
windlass properly fitted on
plete with oak brake bars as

Steering Gear: There w:
No. 6, with 32-inch galvani:
vice as required.

Rudder: The rudder stock will be of cast manganese bronze as indi-
cated. To be 214 inches diameter where it goes through rudder port;
The port .will be of brass pipe to fit stock loosely, threaded into torn,
timber flush with bottom of same. To be fitted with a gland stuffing-box
at top. TKe blade will be 2^4 inches at the stodk, tapering to IH inches
at aft edge, bolted to stock with five ^-inch bronze bolts. There will be
suitable bronze pintle castings at I^eel as indicated and there- will be a
2x^'^xl2-inch bronze strap to support stock below port as shown^
Deck Plates: There will be 2-inch diameter opening brass screw deck

plates in cockpit deck connected to fuel tanks with brass pipe, -also 2-inch
filler plate in top of water tank. Tanks to have necessary air vents.

Port Lights: There will be two 6-inch diameter opening, polished brass
port lights in forward and aft ends of forward cabin trunk. There will be
two port lights of the same type in forward end of aft trunk and one port
in the aft end. There will be four fixed lights of double thick glass in each
side of forward trunk, size of opening 5j^xl8 inches. In the aft cabin
trunk Jhere will be three fixed lights of double thick glass in each side,
size of opening, SJ^xlS inches.

Spar Iron Work: There will be 5^x2-inch galvanized bands on mast
heels, as shown. Booms will be hung on galvanized goosenecks as noted
on plan. At mast shoulders there will be 4 inches wide by }i inch thick
galvanized iron taper bands to support rigging eyes. On foremast, one to
have eye on aft side, and one on mainmast to have eyes on both fore
and aft sides as shown. Peak halliards blocks to be hung on suitable
strong galvanized eye bolts as indicated.. Jib halliards and forestaysail
halliards to be hung on suitable strong galvanized iron eye bolts. Both
booms will have suitable wrought iron poom travellers and bands on out-
board ends for lifts. All spar ironwork to be complete and as required for

Chocks: There will be brass bow and" stern chocks as required.
Hawse Pipes: The builder will properly fit a pair of 2j4-inch brass

hawse pipes in rail forward as required.
In General: The builder will supply and properly fit all other small

items of hardware or metal work which may be necessary to properly
complete the boat in a workmanlike manner.

Motor and Installation

The motor will be a two-cylinder heavy oil engine of about 20 to
30 h.p., complete with propeller, shaft, and all of its equipment in

/



stalled complete and ready for service. The exhaust will be piped with
suitable galvanized pipe and fittings. All details to be in accordance with
the best standard practice.

Plumbina

Water Tank: There will be a strongly made 24-ounce tin-lined copper
water tank to template, properly fitted where indicated. This tank will

hold about 100 gallons and will be built with swrish plates, filling plate and
connected to galley sink pump and lavatory as required.

Fuel Tanks: Where indicated, there will be a pair of 28-ounce copper
fuel tanks with suitable swash plates, filling plates and outlet busmng,
carefully tested -and proven tight, properly set and connected a3 required.

Toilet-Room Plumbing: In toilet room there will be water closet with
mahogany, seat and cover, properly installed for service, with supply and
discharge 'sea-cocks, as supplied by closet makers, also a corner lavatory
with pump, completely installrti ready for service.

Sink: In galley there will be an enameled iron sink, 12x15 inches,

properly set and connected with suitable drain pipe discharging over-

board below painted L.W.L. There will be a brass pump properly con-
nected to fill sink from water tank. All connections of suitable brass
pipe.

Scuppers: There will be IJ^-inch lead scupper pipes properly fitted in

four corners of cockpit to drain overboard. They will be properly fitted

with regulation leather scupper vdlves outside.
Bilge Pump: There will be a closed-head copper bilge pump, No. 1,

properly installed in deck between trunks, connected to lowest point in

bilge with suitable lead pipe with strainer, discharge led directly over-
board.

Cabin Joinerwork

Ceiling: The hull will be ceiled from station No. 1 to station No. 11.

from flooring to under side of upper bilge ciamp, with ^x2J^-inch white
pine with beveled edges. Space to be left under clamp for circulation of
air.

Flooring; The flooring will be of ^x3-inch rift-sawed Georgia pine on
suitable floor bridges. In forecastle, galley, main cabin and motor room
flooring to be placed. There wiU be removable sections to allow of
getting at bilge.

Forecastle: The finish will be pine, painted as required. There will

be transonl seats as shown, with pipe berths over same. Forward, there
will be a shelf as indicated. There Vill be a closet on starboard side aft.

Main Cabin: To be arranged as indicated with transom with drawers
under and folding berth over on both starboard and port side. There
will be a buffet with drawers on starboard side forward and a hanging
closet on port side as indicated. To be finished in white pine painted
white with small trim of mahogany.

Toilet Room: On starboard side, where shown, there will be a toilet

room arranged with lavatory, water closet, shelves, and locker, as indi-

cated. The finish will be white pine painted white. There will be a door
in aft end of this compartment to allow access to engine room.

Galley: To be arfanged as indicated, with ice chest back of main
companionway steps. To have dresser with sink and lockers under on
port side with stove platform under deck between dresser and ice chest.
The finish will be white pine painted white.

Engine Room: The general finish will be in white pine painted as
required. Tl^ere wijl be a pair of transom stats as shown, with pipe
berths over and closets in forward end as indicated.

Joinerwork, In Qeneral : All stock will be in approved weights and
all details will be neat,, complete and as required. All indicated columns
will be of turned mahogany, quartered or rabbeted on as shown. All door
casings and smaU'trim to be of mahogany. All bulkheads, doors and parti-
tions will be in whit? pine with neat flat panels as shown. All doors to
be hung on suitable brass butts fitted with approved brass knobs and
catches. All drawers to be fitted with brass drawer pulls and catches for
holding closed. There will be all brass clothes hooks in closets as re-

quired. The cabin and engine-room steps to be of mahogany with rubber-
covered treads, brass nosings and brass hooks for holding in place.

Spars

Indicated masts, booms, gaffs and forestaysail-club are to be of selected
spruce sticks, properly made and neatly finished as indicated by sail plan
drawing. There will be mahogany trucks on masthead poles as shown,
fitted with suitable sheaves for flag halliards. There will be suitable
oak spreaders 2 feet 2 inches on foremast and 2 feet 4 inches on main-
mast, length given from side of mast to outboard end. Gaffs will be fitted
with approved jaws of white oak, neatly curved as shown. All spar work
will be complete.

Standing Rigging

The standing rigging will be of the best quality galvanized steel wire
rope. There will be two shrouds on each side of both masts, forestay,
and jibstay, with neatly turned served, eye splices over masts as indicated.
Splices will be of proper size to allow of rigging being hauled down
properly without short bends. The forestay will shackle to double gal-
vanized strap over bowsprit. The springstay will shackle to mast head
bands. The indicated bridles and pendants will be of flexible steel wire
rope with neatly served splices. The shrouds will be set up with bronze
turnbuckles, and there will be J^-inch diameter galvanized sheer poles
whp-e indicated.

Blocks

There will be approved galvanized iron strapped ash shell composition
roller bushed blocks as required by sail plan. On mainmast all blocks
will be 5-inch size, and on foremast all blocks will be 4;^-inch size. All
bridle blocks will be fitted with bridle attachments, jib halliard blocks
with Coleman hook, and all other blocks will be fitted with shackles.
Block shells to be varnished.

Running Rigging

The running rigging will be of the best quality four-strand manila cord-
age in sizes required by plan. To be complete in everjy respect as required
for service. All splices to be neatly turned, ends whipped and lengths to
be sufficient to properly handle all parts.

Sails

There will be mainsail, foresail, forestaysail, and jib of approved cotton
duck, made by approved sail makers, in accordance with standard prac-
tice. All sails to be cross cut with indicated reefs. Mainsail, foresail, and
both jibs to be of No. 9 duck The head of foresail and head of main-
sail will be laced around gaffs and the foots on booms will be laced
to same with wire lace lines through lacing eyes. There will be 12-ounce
khaki duck covers for all sails. There will be 9-inch diameter white oak
mast.^hoops as required.

Miscellaneous

Limbers: There will be suitable limber holes under frames and floors
in ends and as required, to allow bilge water to flow to pump well.
Boom Crotches: There will be \/hite oak boom crotches of scissors type

to hold fore and main booms in approximate position indicated by sail
plan when sails are furled. These will have brass hooks on feet to engage
eyes on deck. There will be brass plates on decks and on booms to pre-
vent chafing.

Side Steps: The builder will provide suitable side steps of niahogany,
with brass rail hooks and rubber treads.

Cement: There will be cement mixed with about 3,000 pounds of boiler
punchings run into hull as required by construction plan, flush with tops
of floor timbers amidships.

Ballast: The builder will supply and properly stow about 1,500 pounds
of lead trimming ballast in small pigs.

Painting and Varnishing

The- entire interior of hull, below decks, where not exposed, will be
given two coats -of red lead and oil before being ceiled. The bottom,
outside, below painted waterline, as indicated by sail plan, will be given
one coat of red lead and two coats of light green non-fouling bottom
paint. The topsides will be finished in yacht white with number of coats
sufficient to give a satisfactory surface. The decks, pit flooring and
staving, also rail caps, trunk tops, s^ats, bitts and all other exposed
woodwork, except trunk and curb sides, will be painted with three coats
of light tan color deck naint. The trunk sides and pit curb are to be
finished like topsides. The spars will be finished in three coats of the
best spar varnish. All pine and oak below decks, including inner sides
of trunks, beams, frames and planking, will be finished satisfactorily in
enameled white, with all mahogany interior woodwork finished in varnish.
The name and port will be neatly carved on stern in 3j^-inch letters,
properly gilded in gold-leaf.

Caulking and Paying

All seams in planking, decking and in pit flooring will be properly
caulked with cotton, run with paint and payed with white lead putty.

Equipment

The builder will supply and properly fit the following equipment items:

4 Complete pipe berths, rigged for service where indicated, each with
approved mattress pad.

1 Shipmate stove No. 2.

1 Pair of spring cushions for folding berths.

1 Pair of approved cushions for cabin transoms.
6 Jacket life preservers.

2 Pyrene fire extinguishers with bracket.
1 Set regulation oil-burning galvanized iron running lights, with light
boards as required.

1 Each, fog horn, canvas bucket, deck swab, brass bell.

2 Copies of United States Pilot Rules.
2 Cylindrical Cork fenders, 24x6 inches, with lanyards.
4 Dock lines, each 7-fathom 2-inch line, with whipped ends.
1 Galvanized iron kedge anchor, 45 pounds.
1 Galvanized iron kedge anchor, 85 pounds.
1 Manila cable, ,35 fathoms three-strand 3-inch.

1 Manila cable,* 40 fathoms three-strand 3>^-inch.
1 Set of anchor chocks to carry service anchor forward, as required.
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Outboard profile and arrangement plan of the cruising runabout Broncho

Bronchoj a Hand 29-Foot Cruising Runabout
Designed hy William H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

BRONCHO, . our latest Hand V-bottom creation, is a
distinct novelty in modern boat building. This boat,
while not intended for real serious cruising is pro-

vided with suitable berths and other essentials, so that
should one desire to stay away from his home port for a,

night he can make himself and a friend or two quite com-
fortable on board without the necessity of looking up hotel
accommodations. Broncho's power plant has been selected'
with a view to reliable sustained speed and the model
M Van Blerck motor specified will

drive the boat at twenty miles per
hour without undue effort.

This boat will make one of the best

balanced combinations that we- know
of. The hull is particularly designed
for fast work, and the motor will cer-

tainly do all that is expected of it.

Anyone who builds, a boat from these
plans will certainly have a job to be
proud of. The arrangement provides
berths for two or three people for-

ward under the deck. The motor is

carried amidships, also inside the
cabin. The gosoline tanks are distrib-

uted one each ,on either side of the
motor and the smaller one aft under
the stern deck. There' is ample room
under the cockpit floor for stowing
miscellaneous gear and other essen-

tials usually carried on small boats. This boat should make
a wonderful outfit for its happy owner. The speed is ex-
ceptional and faster than the usual class of small runabouts.
The additional features of sleeping accommodations will

provide comfort for an occasional short cruise aWay from
hotel life.

While this boat is a big undertaking for an amateur to

build> it is among the possibilities. As described in some
of our previous issues the construction of this boat follows

accepted practice. The frames are steam bent. The keel
is a substantial piece of oak, sided 2>^ inches. The chine
is a length of Georgia pine and white pine fillers are used
to carry out the lines of the hull. The planking is applied
as usual with copper rivets. The engine foundation is a
pair of Georgia pine girders i}i inches wide arid cut to fit

the model M 4 Van Blerck motor. The miscellaneous items
of equipment and finish are all taken up in detail in the
specifications and further comment on how to build a boat

is perhaps unnecessary. Complete
specifications for Broncho follow:

MR. HAND SAYS BRONCHO
IS FAST

This is a husky runabout with
exceptional seaworthy qualities, and
with the specified motor a speed bet-
ter than twenty miles can be ob-
tained.

The large cockpit affords ample
room for a party on day trips, and
the arrangement forward provides
accommodations for two for a week-
end trip.

For fishing, gunning trips and all

round boating it is believed a craft

of this type fills the bill.

WM. H. HAND, Jr.

Specifications for

V-Bottom Cruising

Runabout Broncho
Designed by

Wm. H. Hand, Jr., N. A.

Dimensions

Length, overall, 28 feet, 11 inches;
beam, extreme, 7 feet, 3j4 inches; draft,

extreme, 2 feet, 4J4 inches.

Materials : To be strictly first class in

every respect, all fastenings to be secure
and complete, all workmanship to be
first class.

Shoe : To be of white oak, sided 2j4
inches and molded as shown. Edges

neatly rounded.
I^iller : Of oak, 15^x2^ inches, set as shown aft of shoe,

between garboard strakes.

Apron : Of clear straight grained tough oak or Georgia pine

in single length, 25-^x5 inches, bent to form and securely fastened

through flt)ors on heels of frames. To be fastened to shoe with

J^-inch galvanized bolts in ends and ^-inch ditto in way of

engine beds. Stem and apron to be riveted with J^-inch bolts.

Stem : To be of natural crook> oak or hackmatack, preferably

the latter, sided 2}4 inches and molded as indicated. To be
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Construction profile and plan for Hand V-bottom cruising runabout Broncho

be finished in paint. AH screw and rivet heads will be let in and
plugged with bungs. Seams to be caulked with cotton, run with
paint and payed with white lead putty.
Decking

:
To be of ^-inch matched cedar in strakes about 3

inches wide, layed fore and aft in the usual manner and fastened
into deck beams with l^^-inch galvanized boat nails with heads
let in. Deck to be planed smooth, heads of nails covered with wax
and entire deck covered with a single piece of heavy cotton sheet-
ing on each deck, Jayed in shellac or marine glue and ironed down
into place with hot flat irons. Edges hauled down over outer
edge of deck and neatly tacked where tacks will be covered by
ribband when in place. Side decking to sweep up into raised
deck as indicated. Brass strip oviv angle l^.xl/16-inch.

Cockpit Curb: To be of ^-inch mahogany, fitted as indicated
and fastened in place with No. 8 brass screws. Each side to be
in single piece with fore .end neatly and securely fastened to
header as indicated. Edges in way of motor hatches to be

seams. To be layed over oak pit beams, 1x2^ inches, spaced
as shown. To be fastened with 1^-inch galvanized boat nails,

heads countersunk and bunged. Seams caulked and payed like

planking. Flush type hatch over stuffing-bo.x to match flooring
with _lj,4x 1/16-inch brass round edges and flush galvanized ring
bolt in center for raising. Hatch over reverse gear to match
flooring. Scuppers in four corners of Ij^-inch lead pipe with
leather valve outside. Neatly flanged, set in white lead and
tacked in place in the usual manner.
Bulkhead : Control bulkhead to be of matched chamfered

mahogany, J^x2!^-inch, set vertically in the usual manner.
Fastened as is staving. Aft bulkhead the Same.

Seats : There will be seats in forward end of cockpit only.

They will' be of the divided type, as shown by drawing, with
hinged tops of 54-'nch mahogany and paneled below as shown.
Permanent mahogany backboards with neat solid arms of ma-
hogany on inboard ends, and suitable lips to retain cushions.

Section at for-
zuard hatch

finished to carry under side

same. Curb to be held principally

by cleats, and staving as indi

cated by section plan.

Cockpit Flooring: To be
34x2-inch native white pine to

finish y^-mch thick with caulking

Seats to be raised 1-inch above cock-
pit floor to allow water to run under
same.

Hand Rails: Neatly made hand rails of mahogany
to be fitted where shown on forward deck. Same to
be 1^ inches diameter x 2'4 inches high.
Motor Hatches : To be framed as indicated and

specified on plan. Cross braces to be halved into fore
and dft members and securely fastened. Top to be of
^-inch cedar, covered neatly with cloth in same man-

ner as is deck. Fore and aft edges to be neatly covered by a flat

brass strip, 1^-inch wide as indicated to cover seam. Sides to be
neatly fitted Avith.l j4-inch angle brass to cover lap. Oak cleats as
indicated, and provided with suitable gutters to carry leak water,
to be fitted as shown. To be hung on brass piano hinges.
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Broncho, a Hand 29-Foot Cruising Runabout

Forward Cabin : Forward o£ motor compartment will be ar-

ranged as indicated with transoms and lockers and v/ater closet.

There will be two shelves in the forward end. On each side

of raised freeboard there will be two 5-inch hinged port lights

as indicated. There will be a hatch in forward deck as shown.
Ribbands: Indicated ribband rails to be of mahogany, 15^x1-

inch in half round section, fastened as indicated, with screws
properly let in and bunged with bungs of same material as rail.

Upper ribband to be neatly carried up flush with edge of ex-

tended side at break in sheerline and to form neat miter joint

with ribband rail extending forward at top edge of raised sheer.

Fore and aft end? to be neatly tapered and rounded.' Ribbands

to be faced with yi-'mch half oval brass.

Bitts : There will be brass bitt heads on forward and aft

deck as indicated.

In General: All parts of hull outside and all exposed surfaces

inside to be carefully planed smooth and thoroughly sandpapered
to give a perfectly smooth surface. All work to be done to

satisfaction o f th e

owner and all details //^/^/, /.^ 'a'xj' r^^''c^f<^ /^

trimmed with 1/16-inch brass, neatly fitted.

Whistle: There will be an electric brass "Klaxon' horn

furnished by builder and properly fitted for service.

Flag Staffs: There will be a pair of suitable mahogany flag-

staffs furnished by the builder.

Ventilator : There will be a 5-inch diameter riveted galvamztd
iron cowl ventilator fitted forward where shown.
Deck Plates: Polished brassdeck plates will be fitted over

aft gas tank and rudder stock. Sizes per plans.

Motor and Installation: There will be a four cylinder Model
M Van Blerck motor, 1920 type, complete with reverse gear,

magneto, carburetor, electric starter, storage battery, bronze shaft

and propeller wheel and motor tools supplied by the builder.

This motor is to be properly installed by the builder under the

direction of the owner. All water piping shall be of brass, all

gasoline shall be piped through suitable soft copper tube under

cockpit floor. All motor controls shall be properly connected

with controls on steering wheel. All piping, pipe fitting,

valves, wiring and all

other parts shall be fur-

/ 'a^ ^-^^
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Shark, a Hand 21 -Foot Utility Runabout

Outboard profile of Shark, a Hand all-purpose runabout

THE last runabout in the series of Hand plans pub-
lished in MoToR BoatinG is presented herewith.
Only twenty-one feet long but combining in a small

space ail of the conveniences and
utility of a larger boat. The arrange-
ment is well planned and provides a

pair' of individual seats forward at

the steering position. Additional
seats in the after end of the cockpit

will accommodate five or six more
people and adapt the boat to ferry

service and other utilitarian pur-
poses. The motive power is' one of

the simple little 9 to 12 h.p. Univer-
sal motors. It is capable of driving

this boat at a sufficiently rapid rate

to comply with all reasonable re-

quirements for speed. This boat is

within the range of construction by
the amateur builder and a brief de-

scription of the processes to be fol-

lowed might be in order.

The first operation is as usual the

drawing of the lines to full size. Stations are spaced 2 feet,

7J^ inches apart and moulds should be made at each of these

stations. The drawings show only one-half of the mould and
it is, of course, necessary to complete both sides in order to

get the full section at any point. The next job in order is

One desiring a smart little runabout
suitable for use around the summer
home, lake or camp, should find this

design interesting.

The described motor, though small,

will drive the boat at a good clip, and
be very economical with the present
high cost of gasoline.

The divided forward seats and auto
steerer provide a convenience not
usually found in a runabout of this

type, and the cockpit provides ample
room for ferrying to and from camp,
fishing, or any use a small boat might
be put to.

WM. H. HAND, JR.

the keel. It is gotten out of a piece of white oak and
moulded to the shape required by the drawings. The various

moulds are erected along the keel in their proper positions

and securely fastened and stayed.

The stem is cut from a piece of natu-

ral crook hackmatack and securely
bolted to the keel member. The joints

should be very carefully fitted so that

there is no play whatever. The bevel
and rabbet for the planking are cut

on both the keel and stem. Prepare
a fid to guide you for the proper
depth of rabbet. Another hackmatack
knee is used at the stern to take the

transom. This is prepared from a
double thickness of white cedar bent

to shape and not exceeding ^ inches

in total thickness.

When all is in readiness for the
beginning of the work the keel should
be laid on a smooth floor and rig-

idly supported. The bottom of the

keel is accurately located at the

proper distances above the base line as determined by the

table of offsets. The moulds are then placed and the tran-

som can be added. It is essential that the moulds be erected

absolutely plumb, and after they are in place the waterline

should be carefully checked to see that they are all truly in

Complete lines in profile and plan
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line. Battens for the moulds are now applied and
will outline the general shape of the boat. Frames
are prepared for stem-bending and are applied as

they come out of the steam box while hot. They
are bent over the battens and clamped in place and
will retain the shape of the moulds as they cool.

It is best to work
on both sides of the

boat instead of fin-

ishing one side
completely before
the other side is

started. The frames
forward and aft
can be twisted suf-

ficiently so that
they will fit close

to the battens. The
frames are then
properly fastened

and the next opera-

tion will be the

planking. It is best

to fit the garboard
plank first and the others will follow in succession to the

chine. White pine fillers are used at the chine to give the

proper shape to the hull. All planking in a boat of this size

can be applied in single lengths

without the necessity of mak-
ing any joints. Sheer planks
can be applied next and the

work proceeds toward the

chine, finishing there. It will

be necessary to take spilings

for the various planks by any
of the methods commonly used
so that the proper shape of
planking may be cut. All

planking should be fastened
closely together so that they fit

tight on the inside and have a

split space between them on the

outside. This is • to provide
space for the caulking material to fill later.

The engine bed is fitted next and is of a suit-

able size to carry the Universal motor specified,

it is fastened to the frames with galvanized

.^^^.
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the usual manner. The center section to be removable parts of,
three or four planks cleated together and arranged to lift out.
Flooring of same kind to be fitted in motor compartment with
removable sections around engine to allovr ' of getting at all

parts below, floor line level. Flooring to eictend from station
No. 1 to transom. To be fastened with brass screws.
Bulkheads : Main bulkhead to be of matched chamfered

mahogany i/ x 3 inches set vertically in the usual manner
and backed by indicated ties or beams. Bulkhead to be fastened
with 1-inch oval head brass screws symmetrically arranged.

Seats :
_
To be formed as indicated. Forward seats to be

of the divided type.- To be formed of 7/16-inch mahogany
as shown. Rear seats formed as indicated with forward ends
supported on IJ^-inch mahogany legs.

Ribbands: Indicated ribband rail to be mahogany 1^ inch
in half round section, fastened as indicated, with screws prop-
erly let in' and bunged with bungs of same material as rail.

Fore and aft ends to be neatly tapered and rounded.
Bitts : Oak bitt 2J4 x 2J^ inches in fore deck and a pair

of quarter bitts 2x2 inches to be neatly formed and fitted

where indicated. Same to extend through deck and 1-inch
reinforcing block set under deck and secured to beam, with
heels securely fastened below in the usual manner. Heads
to be fitted with 8 x j4-inch brass pins in the usual manner.
Woodwork in General : All parts of hull outside and all

exposed surfaces inside to be carefully planed off smooth and
thoroughly sandpapered to give a perfectly smooth finish: All
work to be done to the satisfaction of the owner, and all

details of hull woodwork to be complete in every respect. Work
not herein specified but that is shown on the drawings or is

manifestly necessary to complete the boat in a workmanlike
manner to be done without extra charge.

Metal Work
Rudder: Rudder to be Hand pattern No. 305 fitted with

rudder port and 10-inch quadrant. To be connected to steerer

with 3/ 16-inch phosphor bronze wheel rope lead over suitable

bronze sheaves.

Stuffing Box: To be Mechanical Devices Co. Pattern K. S.
No. 1 bronze to fit shaft, fastened on apron with 1^-inch
No. 14 brass screws.

Strut : To be a bronze casting Hand pattern No. 472 properly
babbitted to fit shaft, to include strut and skeg in one piece.
To be fastened through apron with six 5/ 16-inch brass stove
bolts, with nuts inside and countersunk heads in plate.

Steerer : A Hall steerer to be properly fitted where shown,
connected with rudder quadrant by 3/16-inch diameter phosphor
bronze tiller rope lead. over specified deck sheaves and through
brass fair leaders, set under deck and evenly spaced between
sheaves on each side.

Tank: Gasoline tank to be seamless -tipped steel, 12 inches
diameter by 24 inches long, set in a suitable strong spruce
cradle, under deck as indicated. To be fitted with two swash
plates and 2-inch filler plates piped to deck as shown.
Flag Staff Sockets : A pair of 54-'"ch flush type polished

brass flag staff sockets to be fitted where indicated. A pair
of 4-inch brass beveled bow chocks to be fitted on forward
deck where indicated and a pair of 4-inch straight chocks on
the stern.

In General : All details of metal work and hardware to be
complete and all parts of polished brass. All fastenings not
otherwise specified to be brass screws, and all inside joiner-

work to be fastened with oval head brass screws.

Painting

Entire inside of hull, to be painted with DeVoe's tan deck
paint. Outside, below painted water line, to be painted with

one coat of red lead and two coats of best quality green bot-

tom paint. Topsides to be painted with four coats of wliite

lead, mixed with lamp black in sufficient quantity to give a

light gray color. Decking to be painted with three coats of

light tan deck paint. Bulkheads, seats, flooring, curbs, rib-

bands, and all other parts of hull to be finished with one coat

of wood filler and three coats of spar varnish.
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' Outboard profile and arrajigcmeul plan for Claire, a Hand V-bottom Express Cruiser

Claire, a Hand 36-Foot Express Cruiser
Designed by JVm. H. Hand, Jr.

Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG

OUR plans and specifications of Claire, the 36-foot Hand
Express Cruiser presented herewith, are the last to be
published in the present series. This boat for its length

embodies all comforts and improvements to be found on a
larger craft. The double cabin arrangement provides privacy

for the party on board and at the same time affords ample
accommodations. The lines and general appearance of this boat

follow along the lines of other famous Hand V-bottom boats,

and with the powerful J.V.B. motor specified should be able

to give a very good account of herself. As a fast cruiser able

to compete in any and all long distance races and competitions,

Claire will be a hard one to beat. The seaworthiness of this

type of boat has been amply proven. Many of these V-bottom
cruisers have been out in weather and reports of poor behavior

on the part of the boats still remain to be heard.

On this particular design the sections have been so developed

to give a maximum amount of speed and seaworthiness for the

power installed. In addition the interior arrangement has been

well laid out. Ample storage space forward, together with a

roomy lavatory. A forward cabin with transom berths and
clothes lockers and a sizeable galley with stove, sink, ice box
and cupboard and locker space. The motor is in a compart-

ment by itself under the bridge deck and is very accessible.

Tanks, storage batteries and all mechanical items are also con-

centrated here. The after cabin is complete and contains a

pair of transom berths with suitable lockers. It does not seem

that the construction of this boat comes quite within the possi-

bilities of the amateur builder. This boat is _:i big one and

the amateur builders who can make a successful job of this

size boat are few and far between. A properly equipped shop

can turn this boat out in a short order, while the amateur

builder would be required to spend month upon months of

spare time on the job.

The specifications which follow are unusually complete and

require no further explanation.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLAIRE
A V-BOTTOM EXPRESS CRUISER

Designed bv
WM. H. HAND, Jr., N. A.

Dimensions

Length, overall, 36 feet; beam, extreme, 9 feet 1/2 inch;

draft, 2 feet 654 inches,

General Conditions

The boat is to be built under a suitable housing. All the
materials and manufactured articles, and articles of construc-
tion, of whatever kind and in every department, are to be the
best in quality for their respective purposes.

All workmanship must be of the first class and the best, and
the whole executed under the direction and to the satisfaction
of the owner, or his duly authorized representative.

Work not shown by the drawings, or specified herein, but
which is usual and necessary for a boat of this type, is to be
done by the builder without extra charge.

Frame
Keel : To be of white oak, sided 3 inches and molded as

shown. This part may be in two or three pieces, properly
scarphed as shown. Section of keel in way of shaft to be
swelled to 4 inches.

Stem : To be of oak or hackmatack, scarphed and bolted as

indicated. To be rabbeted for planking and bearded to carry

out all lines of same above L.W.L.. except at head which is to

be finished square, with a suitable cast brass stem band extend-

ing over top of head to a point about 2 feet aft of fore end
of waterline, and neatly filed to show as narrow face as prac-

tical at and near L.W.L. Stem to be sided 3 inches and molded
as indicated.

Apron : To be of Georgia pine 2J4 x 5 inches in one piece,

securely fastened to keel.

Stern ; The transom will be double planked of white, cedar,

total thickness 1 inch with white lead between bent to form
on 6 foot radius. It will be supported in center by indicated

hackmatack knee and reinforced at sides and bottom with

suitable oak back rabbet pieces for planking fastenings. Plank-
ing to run by transom and be properly finished with angle brass

trim, as will be directed.

Frames : All frames to be of white oak steam bent, spaced

9 inches on centers. Those under motor beds to be 154 ^ 1/^

inches, all others to be 1% x l]4 inches. Heels -of frames to

be boxed into apron. All floor timbers to be sided the same

as frames and carefully fitted on top of frames, and to be

securely fastened to keel with %-inch galvanized bolts fitted

with nuts and washers through heavy floors and j4-inch bolts

through light floors. Frames to have the required filler pieces

of white pine above and below chines as shown in cross section
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Frame in General: All exposed edges of stringers, clamps,

frames, chines, deck beams, etc., to be neatly finished with

chamfered edges. All parts to be carefully fitted to bear evenly

and very securely fastened as specified.

Planking

The hull will be planked with white cedar to finish not less

than 15/16 inch. To be fastened with number 10 copper wire

nails riveted over copper burrs. All outside fastenings will

be properly countersunk and bunged.

Decking

Raised freeboard deck to be Ys x 2i^-inch matched white

pine with chamfered lower edges, fastened into deck beams

with galvanized boat nails with heads let in, smoothly planed

and bung fastened and entire deck except planksheers, covered

with a single piece of 10-ounce duck laid in paint or marnie

glue and smoothed down into place. Edges to be hauled down
over sides and neatly tacked where same will be covered by

planksheers when in position. Flaps to be left around all open-

ings, to be turned up on inner side of coammgs when m
position. Bridge deck and main deck to be of white pine 1 x 2

inches with bunged fastenings. Seams to be caulked with cotton

and properly filled with marine glue seam filler. Decks to

finish in varnish. Planksheers in raised deck to be of ma-

hogany % X 6 inches. There will be a scupper of I'^-inch

of planking, frames, etc., where exposed, will be neatly finished

and properly enameled white.

Flooring: All compartments to be floored with rift sawed
Georgia pine, ^ x 3 inches, laid on suitable floor bridges.

Center sections to be arranged to be removable and flooring

around motor to be removable in sections.

Doors : All indicated doors to be strongly made of material

to match compartment finish, with neat panels, hung in suit-

able mahogany casings, on suitable brass butts with neat knobs
and catches.

Forward Cabin : To be arranged as indicated with a toilet

room forward, and two transoms with closets on forward end
of same. Closets to have shelf tops of mahogany with neat

rails around same. Closet doors in aft end. Transom fronts

to be as indicated with drop panels. Shelf tops, turned columns,
door casing, and small trim will be of mahogany. Transom
fronts, toilet room, closets and bulkheads will be finished in

white pine, properly enameled white.

Galley : To be arranged as indicated with sink and dresser,

with lockers under on starboard side. Port side arranged with
stove platform and ice chest under. Ice chest will have a zinc-

lined ice compartment at top, provided with suitable air circu-

lating spaces to food compartment below. Food compartment
to be of white spruce finished in shellac. Suitable drains of
jX-inch lead pipe from ice compartment arranged to lead directly

overboard about on painted water lines.

Lines of Claire, the 36-foot Hand Express Cruiser

lead pipe in each corner of bridge deck. Suitable leather valve

to be fitted over outboard txii},s.

Deck Joinerwork

Chock Rails: There will be a mahogany chock rail or foot

rail on forward raised deck as indicated by plans. Same to

be formed of 1^-inch mahogany 2 inches high on forward

end tapered to 1J4 inches as shown. A neat mahogany cap

1x2 inches to be rabbeted over chock rail at forward end as

indicated. .

Bridge Seats : There will be seats of mahogany as indicated

on each side of bridge deck.

Companionwavs : Forward and aft companionways to be ot

hinged type of' mahogany. Tops to be rabbeted out, leaving

J4-inch lip over coamings. Companionways to be fitted with

two neatly paneled mahogany slides fitted in suitable mahogany
grooved pieces arranged to lift out.

Hatches: There will be a hatch where indicated over motor

compartment to match bridge deck. To be arranged with

gutters to carry leak water to cockpit. Edges to he bound with

1/16 X 1^ inch flat brass as shown.

Bitts : Oak main and quarter bitts to be fitted properly where

indicated. Same to be neatly finished and properly provided

with 5-4x9 inch brass cavels.

Interior Joinerwork

Ceiling: There will be ^ x 254 inch chamfered white pine

ceiling in forward and aft cabins, toilet room, and galley. There

will be no ceiling in the motor compartment. The inner sides

Motor Room.: To be arranged as indicated under bridge deck

with fuel tanks on each side, and cylinder oil and water tank

in aft end as indicated.

Steps : Steps to forward and aft cabins to be of mahogany
with rubber treads and nosings.

Aft Cabin: To be arranged as indicated with a transom and

closet on each side. Drop panels in transom fronts to allow

access to locker space.

Miscellaneous : All removable hatches or floor sections to be

fitted with suitable brass lifting rings of flush type. The builder

will supply and properly fit all necessary hardware of brass, to

include door butts, catches, locks, drawer pulls and all minor

items as required and approved. Door knobs in cabin to be of

approved pattern brass.

Awning: To be as indicated with stanchions of yi-'mch brass

pipe supported by hidicated bronze sockets. Awning battens

of spruce 1/4 x 2 inches, attached to stanchions by indicated

bronze castings. Top of 8-ounce khaki canvas.

Metal Work

Rudder: To be of manganese bronze Hand Pattern No. 456.

The head of stock will be finished square. A suitable galvanized

iron emergency tiller will be supplied to properly engage same.

Steering Gear: There will be a W. S. Hall Co. chain and

sprocket steerer fitted with a 17-ineh wheel of proper height

to conform with plan properly fitted where indicated. Same to

be all brass with mahogany wheel rim with usual motor con-

trols. To be properly connected with rudder quadrant by

3^-inch diameter phosphor bronze tiller rope, led over suitable
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4-inch sheaves and through suitable guides as required, and
fitted with turnbuckles to take up slack.

Strut : To be a bronze casting with a flax-lined bearing.
Outboard Bearing : There will be a bronze flax-lined bearing

as indicated where shaft leaves hull.

Air Ports : To be four 6-inch air ports on each side of raised
freeboard, and two 6-inch ports on each side of aft cabin
trunk. To be of approved make, with hinged part inside of
hull, with sleeves projecting through to outside. All metal
parts to be neatly polished and fitted in the best manner.

Stufiing-Box : There will be a Mechanical Devices Co., Pat-
tern K.S. shaft log, to fit shaft, or equal, fastened in place
securely as indicated.

Guard Trim : The indicated guard rails are to be faced
outside with J^-inch half oval brass for entire length. The
rib-band at top of raised freeboard shall be trimmed with half

<3val brass, ^^ inch.

Hardv\'are ; The builder is to supply and properly fit all

necessary deck hardware of polished brass, including bow and
stern chocks, bow and stern flag staff sockets, cleats, bitt heads,
deck plates, companion locks of approved sizes ; and all other
minor items necessary to complete the hull in a workmanlike
manner.

Motor and Installation

There will be a 4-cylinder Model A 4-R J.V.B. motor com-
plete with reverse gear, electric starter and generator, shaft,

propeller and all parts to make a complete installation. To be
properly installed by the builder as will be directed by the
architect. All motor controls to be led to the bridge as re-

quired, with a suitable brass lever for reverse gear control and
all details to be strictly in accordance with the best practice.

All water piping shall be of brass, valves and fittings as re-

quired. All gasoline will be piped through ^1-inch soft copper
tubing with approved valves and strainer as required. To be
led to carbureter through a Stewart Vacuum system. The
exhaust will be piped from manifold through indicated 2}/2-inch

galvanized fittings to indicated flange coupling. From flange
coupling through stern the exhaust will be led through 2j4-inch
outside diameter number 18 copper tubing. Coupling next to

manifold tapped for 1-inch pipe for circulating water discharge.
All circulating water discharges through exhaust. Suitable
valves to be supplied and properly fitted. Instruments to be
mounted on bulkhead forward of steerer. There will be a
Reliance Tachometer or equal, completely installed.

Plumbing

Gasoline Tanks : Under the bridge deck there will be two
seamless tinned steel tanks, or equal, 18 inches diameter x 72

inches long, each with two transverse swash plates, standard
filling plugs and Yi^-mch up-feed-tube. Tanks to be supported
in strong cradles as indicated. Fillers will be piped to indicated

2-inch brass deck plates.

Water Tank: There will be a fresh water tank under bridge
deck where shown of 18-ounce tin-lined copper, arranged to fill

from deck and properly connected to lavatory and galley sink

with J^-inch lead pipe. Tank to have suitable swash plates.

Dimensions 44 x 12 x 15 inches deep.

Oil Tank : There will be a cylinder oil tank properly set and
connected. Same will have outlet piped to motor as directed

with |4-inch brass pipe and necessary controlling valves. To
be arranged to fill from deck. Dimensions 12 x 30 inches.

Toilet Room Plumbing: In toilet room there will be a fold-
ing lavatory properly connected for service. There will be a
v/ater closet where shown, properly connected with discharge
and supply sea cocks. There will be a suitable nickel-plated
towel rod, glass holder and paper box as required, also an
approved mirror on bulkhead over lavatory.

Galley Sink : There will be a copper sink 12 x 14 inches in
galley where indicated, properly installed with suitable drain
overboard.

Galley Pump : There will be an all brass galley pump prop-
erly installed and connected with fresh water tank.

Electric Lights

The motor equipment will include one electric storage bat-
tery. The builder will supply and properly fit and connect with
batteries, which will be installed in motor compartment as will
be directed (with properly concealed wiring) the following
brass electric light fixtures. In forward cabin, four lights of
suitable pattern

; in toilet, one light ; in motor room, two lights
and one exploring light with 10-foot cord and sockets; in aft
cabin, two lights. The builder will also supply a complete set
of extra lamp bulbs, a set of electric running lights of size
required by U. S. laws, together with the necessary plug wires
and plugs to fit sockets, ready for use. Note: The bow light
and side lights will be built up of mahogany light boards and
fresnal glass.

Painting

Above indicated painted waterline, the topsides, including
guards, are to be finished in required number of coats of the
best white lead paint to give a satisfactory finish. Below water-
line, the hull is to be finished with two coats of approved green
non-fouling bottom paint, over one coat of red lead. There
will be a dark green boot top stripe Ij/, inches wide, between
top and bottom paints as indicated by the plan. Canvas deck
covering to be painted with three coats of deck paint, DeVoe's
D tan or equal. The name and port to be put on stern in 3-inch
plain block gold leaf letters. All parts of hull where not
exposed to view, to be painted with two coats of red lead and
oil. Exposed surfaces to be finished properly as hereinbefore
mentioned. Other exposed parts of hull, including trimmings,
bridge seats, rails, hatches, decks and companionway, to be
finished bright with one coat of wood filler and three coats of
the best marine spar varnish, properly applied in the usual
manner. All interior mahogany to have egg-shell finished var-
nish properly applied. Rail stanchions will be enameled a neat
approved color, and all llooring to be finished in varnish.

Miscellaneous

Deck Chocks : The builder will supply and properly fit the

necessary mahogany chocks on forward deck to properly hold
service anchor.
Boarding Steps : There will be a pair of regulation mahog-

any boarding steps with necessary metal work of brass, to

engage sockets on both starboard and port sides, as required.

The treads will be covered with corrugated rubber, nosings

will be of rubber. There will be the usual white canvas back
trim, as required.

Bilge Pump: There will be an approved hand bilge pump
properly fitted as required, to pump all compartments.
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